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FINEST STRAINS OF

FLORISTS' ASTER SEED
ANNUAL FLOWER SEED
PERENNIAL PLANTS
GLADIOLI

Ralph E. Huntington
Painesville, Ohio
About HUNTINGTON'S NURSERIES

For over twenty-five years this nursery has specialized in the stocks offered here. Our years of dealing with the professional florist and market gardener, has given us an acquaintance with the needs of this trade second to none. Each item offered has been selected through an intimate knowledge of its source, of the habit, growth, color, hardiness, and general fitness for the place for which we recommend it. The buyer for the private garden should not hesitate to plant varieties that his florist has proven best from his own experience.

OUR GUARANTEE

We guarantee each and every item in bulbs and plants to be true to name, fresh, clean stock, and to be large enough to bloom and bloom well the first season. We guarantee all seeds fresh and true and to show good germination.

PRICES

All prices herewith are cash with order. No goods sent C. O. D. unless accompanied with half the purchase price. Stocks will be held for future delivery on the same terms unless otherwise specially specified.

The price per each holds good in all cases where one plant of one color or variety is ordered. Should twelve plants of different colors separate, or of different varieties be ordered, the price per each will hold good.

Six of one separate variety may be ordered at the dozen rate. Twenty-five of one color or variety may be ordered at the hundred rate.

SHIPMENT AND CARRIAGE OF GOODS

All seeds are sent postpaid, all Gladioli and Dahlias at the one or dozen rate will be sent postpaid.

When ordering plants, please specify whether by mail prepaid, or by express collect. Most of our plants are heavy, and the largest should go out by express. When ordering by express a discount of 10% may be taken, which will more than pay for delivery.

OUR POLICY

All orders will receive our best attention and judgment at all times. If we are to stay in business we must have your trade and good will, and we're ready at all times to do our part toward retaining both. Should your order not come up to expectations in every respect, it will be taken as a favor if you will write us at once.
ASTER CHINENSIS

All staple asters are without exception grown on our own grounds. Carefully rogued to type and clean of yellow centers. They will give utmost satisfaction to the market grower and florist. We grew some of the novelties but most were imported.

ROYAL. An earlier form of the branching aster. We consider this the most important in the whole list for the commercial grower. Almost absolutely non-lateral, stem of great length and flower of exquisite form and size. Coming into bloom with the last of the Queen of the Market it is a most important factor in the cut flower market, both under glass and outside. It runs to about six stems, sparse, and can be planted closely. Our stock of this is of exception and with the rest of our private garden we recommend it very highly. White, shell-pink, lavender-pink, purple or mixed. Pkt. 10c, ½ oz. 25c, ¼ oz. 40c, ½ oz. 75c, ½ oz. $1.25, 1 oz. $2.25.

QUEEN OF THE MARKET. We offer in this most important early aster, strains of our own making. This has come to us with great care from superb stock plants and we can recommend it very highly. White, crimson, light blue, shell pink, light rose, dark blue, and light shades mixed. Pkt. 10c, ½ oz. 25c, ¼ oz. 45c, ½ oz. 75c, 1 oz. $1.00.

EARLY WONDER (Extra Early Hohenzollern). The largest and best of early asters. This is a branching combi aster of rather sparse growth, needs little disbudding. Colors are good, but must have right growing conditions else it will show some yellow centers. We offer three colors only, white, bright rose, and lavender. The rose is very good and the lavender is the very best early market flower in this color. Extra for the market grower. Pkt. 10c, ½ oz. 30c, ¼ oz. 45c, ½ oz. 75c, ¼ oz. $1.25, ½ oz. $2.00.

LAVENDER GEM. A fine, upright combi aster, good size, long stem, never comes yellow centered. The earliest true lavender. Our stock of this has wonderfully flourished this season. Pkt. 10c, ½ oz. 20c, ¼ oz. 35c, ½ oz. 65c, ½ oz. $1.00, ½ oz. $1.65, 1 oz. $2.25.

TRIUMPH COMET. With us this magnificent aster has shown fully equal in size, and superior in form to the much advertised *Astermum* and in addition the colors are much more delicate and desirable. Well rounded flowers, high centered, good stems and free blooming, coming on directly after Lavender Gem and Snowdrift. This variety should make a reputation as a market sort. It is strictly upright, very compact, and can be planted closely. Colors, white, azure, rose, shell pink or mixed. Pkt. 15c, ½ oz. 25c, ¼ oz. 50c, ½ oz. 75c, ½ oz. $1.35, 1 oz. $2.00.

VICK'S MIKADO. The finest of the midseason combi asters, very vigorous and free, the immense feathery flowers reaching under fair cultivation as large as 6½ inches in diameter. This aster receives our special attention here and we offer an exceptional grade of seed. White, rose, lavender-pink, lavender, purple, mixed. Pkt. 10c, ½ oz. 25c, ¼ oz. 40c, ½ oz. 75c, ½ oz. $1.25, 1 oz. $2.00.

SHELL PINK MIKADO. Identical with Mikado, pure shell pink in color, a fine grower. Pkt. 15c; trade pkt. 25c.

GIANT PURITY. Distinct in form, flower well rounded and very solid. Of vigorous growth, upright, compact, and very free. Better for making up than Early Branching, in bloom at same time. Pkt. 10, ½ oz. 25c, ¼ oz. 40c, ½ oz. 75c, ½ oz. $1.40, 1 oz. $2.25.

DAYBREAK. Identical in form and growth with Purity. Color true Daybreak Pink. Same price as Purity.

GIANT COMET. (Bodgers Giant Branching). This aster is so superior to the common type of Giant Comet that we have discarded the latter entirely. A true giant in growth, branching in form of plant, stems of great length, flower beautifully formed and curled to the center. We recommend this very highly, both for market and garden use. Quite late to bloom, comes with the last of the late branching. White, shrimp-pink, light pink, lavender, dark blue, crimson or mixed. Pkt. 10c, ½ oz. 25c, ¼ oz. 40c, ½ oz. 75c, ¼ oz. 95c, ½ oz. $1.50, 1 oz. $2.50.

LATE BRANCHING. A splendid strain of a well-known aster. Lavender-pink, white, pink, dark violet, light blue, rose, crimson or mixed. Pkt. 10c, ½ oz. 20c, ¼ oz. 35c, ½ oz. 65c, 1 oz. $1.00.

LATE BRANCHING PEACH BLOSSOM. Peach blossom pink, slightly deeper in color than lavender-pink, flower of more rounded form. Pkt. 10c, tr. pk. 20c.

ENCHANTRESS PINK. Very vigorous grower, upright in habit, flower large, color soft. Delicate pink, stands very well both as shipping and bedding aster. Pkt. 15c, ½ oz. 30c, ¼ oz. 45c, ½ oz. 75c, ¼ oz. $1.25, ½ oz. $2.25.

THE KING Type. Very large and vigorous plants, late midseason. Large flowers with spiky, quilled petals, well covered centres. Easy to grow. Seven colors separate, white, rose, violet, lavender, crimson, lavender-pink, shell-pink, or mixed. Pkt. 10c, ½ oz. 25c, ¼ oz. 40c, ½ oz. 75c, ½ oz. $1.25, 1 oz. $2.00.

THE AMERICAN BEAUTY Type. These are very late, and the rankest growers of all. Very long stems and large flowers. Two colors only. American Beauty (the old Lady Roosevelt shade), and September Beauty, a giant shell pink. Pkt. 15c, Trade pkt. 40c.

HUNTINGTON'S SUPERBA. A giant branching combi aster, of same habit as Mikado Pink, but much larger, blooming with late branching. Immense size, perfect form, long stems. The finest white combi aster,
Ralph E. Huntington
Painesville, Ohio

Asters--Continued

Superior to Crego, Gt. Hohenzollern, or Mikado. Pkt. 15c, 1/5 oz. 30c, 1/8 oz. 45c, 3/4 oz. 75c, 1/2 oz. $1.50.

Peerless Pink. The finest of the late branching in its color, rich shell pink, flower of finest possible form. A strong and easy grower, reaching thirty inches height under most common cultivation. Our stock of this is carefully grown and will please the most critical. Pkt. 15c, 1/6 oz. 25c, 1/8 oz. 40c, 1/4 oz. 75c, 1/2 oz. $1.35, 1 oz. $2.50.

Sawyer Asterum. The pink is a beautiful shade, warm and bright, lightening with age, instead of growing deeper as do most pinks. We have a good stock of carefully grown, tall, and deep lavender. Pkt. 10c, 1/4 oz. 35c, 1/8 oz. 50c, 1/2 oz. $1.00, 1 oz. $1.75.

Late Branching Non Lateral White. This is without doubt the finest white aster in the late branching type. Introduced about eight years ago, it gave splendid results for a few seasons but soon commenced to go back. For the past two years it has been almost off the market, and has been dropped by the large seed houses on account of scarcity of stock. This season we have a fair stock and we offer it at the prices below. Pkt. 10c, 1/2 oz. 25c, 1/8 oz. 40c, 1/4 oz. 75c, 1/2 oz. 95c, 1/2 oz. $1.50, 1 oz. $2.50.

Crego. A fine late comet aster, considered by many the finest of this class. For making up, when about two-thirds open, this aster has no superior. We offer five colors: White, rose, purple, lavender and shell-pink. The first two are the strongest growing and make the largest size. The lavender is a pure, gray-lavender, of most beautiful form, giving when about two-thirds open, all the effect of a lavender water lily with finely cut petals. The same is also true of the rose and purple at this stage of growth, when the tips of the petals of both are shaded almost white, giving the flower a most beautiful effect. The colors in this aster seem very hard to establish and will be found very slightly mixed, probably 5 per cent. Pkt. 10c, 1/8 oz. 25c, 1/8 oz. 40c, 1/4 oz. 75c, 1/2 oz. $1.25, 1 oz. $2.00.

Late Upright. Very tall growing, compact variety. Flowers in form and size resemble the branching type but lean a very little toward the Victoria in arrangement of petals. This can be planted closer than branching type and will show no soiled flowers from rain unless it is a heavy, driving rain. Three colors, white, rose and crimson. Pkt. 10c, 1/8 oz. 35c, 1/4 oz. 50c, 1/4 oz. 80c, 1 oz. $1.50.

Late Upright Lavender-Pink. A splendid upright aster, suitable for cutting or for lifting in field and potting. Good stem, large flowers or delicate lavender-pink. Our stock of this is especially fine. Pkt. 10c, 1/5 oz. 20c, 1/8 oz. 35c, 1/8 oz. 60c, 1/2 oz. $1.00, 1/2 oz. $1.50, 1 oz. $2.50.

Bicolored and Novelty Asters.

Aster Grazziella. Leaves narrow, distinctly different from any other aster, more like Bachelors Button. Plant about 15 inches tall. Fine for pots. Carmine only. Pkt. 10c.

Dwarf Boltze, or Boquet Aster. Very free bloomer, about 8 inches tall. Excellent for pots, edgings or low beds. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

Dwarf Chrysanthemum. This aster is the largest flowering of the dwarf section. Flowers in "head" clusters. Height, nine to ten inches. Very useful for edging or pots. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

Dwarf Hohenzollern. Smaller in flower than Chrysanthemum Fl. and lower growing. We offer it in crimson and white only. A very brilliant combination, extra. All these dwarfs will stand in full flower for weeks . Pkt 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

Dwarf Victoria. Blue and white, ten inches. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

Globe Pyramidal. Ball shaped, tall, fine for cutting, white, with crimson center. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 40c.

GIANT COMET. Tall, upright, large flowering. White, shading to rose, white shading to azure. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 40c.

GIANT Hohenzollern. Tall branching, immense flowers. Silver-lilac, rose and white. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 40c.

Japanese Aster. Upright in growth, height 18 inches. Flowers of medium size, in most brilliant, might be described as "aniline" shades, petals needle pointed. Mixed only. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

Ray Aster. Very peculiar and interesting. Freely branching, with large flowers of beautiful needle shaped florets. Crimson with white center, fiery dark blood red. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

Peony Perfection. Good size, extra double, tall, rose and white, crimson and white, violet and white, fiery scarlet and white, or mixed. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 40c.

Ostrich Plume. Tall, branching, very graceful flowers with very narrow, loosely curled petals. Fine for cutting. White and carmine, scarlet and white. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 25c.

Royal Stripe. Light blue with a band of white around each petal. Those who saw it on our grounds this season compared it to a bunch of blue and white baby ribbon. Flowers average 4 to 5 inches. Stem 18 to 24 inches. It is of the branching type and makes a rather lower plant than Semples. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

Victoria Needle Aster. Peculiar and distinct class, having needle shaped florets. Peach blossom. Pkt. 10c.

Please send good selection of aster, early and late, the best you can. I have had seeds from you before that proved very satisfactory.

Gustave Schneider, Florist.
Springfield, Ohio.
This list of seeds is of annuals only. Our perennial seed list has grown until it is now a separate folder, and perhaps the longest issued in America. If you are interested we will be glad to send one.

ALYSSUM (Madwort). Pretty little plants for beds, vases, baskets, edgings or rockery-work, blooming profusely all summer; useful also for winter flowering. Very sweetly scented.

LILACINUM. Delicate lilac, free. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 30c, oz. $1.75.

LITTLE DORRIT. A great improvement on the dwarf Sweet Alyssum. Perfect little bushes 4 inches in height are fairly smothered with miniature white flowers. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 15c, oz. 75c.

LITTLE GEM OR CARPET OF SNOW. Of dwarf compact habit, four to six inches in height. Blooms when quite small and continues till frost. Undoubtedly the best white flowering annual edging plant in the list. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c, oz. 50c.

TOM THUMB (Benthami Compactum). Dwarf compact erect growth, excellent for edging. White. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c, oz. 50c.

ANTIRRHINUM, (Snapdragon). Tall giant flowered. No better strains of this in existence than those offered here.

BRILLIANT. Scarlet, white and yellow.

CERBERUS. Rich carmine-red.

CARDINAL. Cardinal-red.

DELLA. Carmine, yellow and white.

FAIRY QUEEN. Extra fine dark orange shades.

FIREFLY. Scarlet and yellow.

GOTELIND. Rich orange.

FIRE KING. Brilliant carmine and orange.

PINK PEARL. Finest light pink.

NELROSE. Clear, deep rose.

NIGRECENS. Black purple, red foliage.

PAPILIO. Purple and white striped.

QUEEN VICTORIA. Giant white.

GIANT YELLOW.

GIANT ROSE.

GIANT MIXED.

Any of above. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

SEMI-DWARF SNAPDRAGONS. Not as tall as the Giants, better colors, better for bedding, stems long enough for cutting.

AURORA. Orange, scarlet and white.

APPLE BLOSSOM. Pink and white.

AMBER QUEEN. Finest amber bronze.

BONFIRE. Bright crimson.

BLACK PRINCE. Black maroon.

CANARY QUEEN. Rich canary yellow.

CHAMOIS PRINCE. Golden chamois.

DELICATA. Finest pale pink.

BUFF QUEEN. Orange buff.

MAUVE QUEEN. Rosy mauve.

CORAL PINK. Bright coral.

ORANGE PRINCE. Clear orange.

PHELPS WHITE. Largest white.

PINK AND TERRA COTTA. Mixed.

ROSE QUEEN. Deep rose.

ALBINO MIXED. Mixture or pale shades.

All colors mixed. Pkt. of any of above 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

ARCTOTIS GRANDIS. A very handsome annual daisy, easily grown from seed, 2 to 3 feet, flowers white, with center and reverse of petals pale lilac-blue. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.


DOUBLE CAMELLIA FLOWERED. Salmon rose, light pink, scarlet, white. purple. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.


CARNATION STRIPED. Variegated shades, white and violet, white and crimson, white and rose, or mixed. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 25c.

Spotted mixed, Goliath mixed, Rose Flowered mixed, or all types and colors mixed. Pkt. 5c, trade Pkt. 15c.

BRACHYCOME, (SWAN RIVER DAISY). Mixed colors in blue and white. Pkt. 5c.

BROWALLIA ELATA. Fine for bedding. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 14c.

CALLIOPSIS. Showy free annuals, of easy culture. Must have full sun, in bloom all summer. Fine for cutting, and the dwarfs are extra good for edging.

NANA COMPACTA, dwarf dark blood red. Nana Compacta Bicolor, dwarf yellow and brown. Coronata, tall orange spotted brownish purple. Tinctoria Radiata Tigrina, beautifully tigered, new. Tinctoria Stellata Purpurea, star flowered, purplish brown, new. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

CANDY TUFT. A most useful hardy annual.

GIANT EMPRESS. Immense heads of pure white. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

LITTLE PRINCE. Dwarf. white. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

NEW CARMINE. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 5c.

DWARF HYBRIDS. A beautiful border, free blooming dwarf, colors range mostly in pale pink, lilac, mauve, to white. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 15c.

QUEEN OF ITALY. Free flowering, dwarf, compact, with almost evergreen foliage. May be grown as annual or biennial. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

CARNATION. General favorites for their fragrance and richness of colors. They are easily brought into bloom when sown in the open ground, coming into bloom in August and giving a wealth of long stemmed spicy flowers until snow. The types below are earliest.

CHAUBAUD'S EARLY. Mixed. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

MARGUERITE. Smaller than above. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.
CARNATION—Cont’d

GRENADIN. Not quite as early as Chau-baud’s, bright colors, very fragrant, free, and will winter with slight protection. Fine mixed. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

YELLOW SHADES. Extra select strain. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 35c.


PICOTTE BIZARRES. Fine, long stemmed and fragrant carnations, in white, pale pinks, and yellows, edged and stippled with bright shades of crimson, salmon, etc. Extra. Mixed. Pkt. 20c, trade pkt. 50c.

GRENADIN CARNATIONS from pot grown plants. These are extra select doubles of high percentage. The very best obtainable. Scarlet and Pink, separate colors only. Pkt. 20c, trade pkt. 50c.

MALSEMAISON YELLOW SHADES. Extra select strain. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 35c.

CELOSIAS PLUMOSA (THE PLUMED COCKS-COMB).

AURANTIACA. Orange yellow. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

KERMESINA. Crimson. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

THOMPSONII. A magnificent giant strain, mixed colors, yellow, scarlet, cream, etc. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 20c.

PLUMOSA. Mixed. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

CELOSIAS CRISTATA (TRUE COCKSCOMB.)

GLASGOW PRIZE. Immense showy dark crimson combs. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

EMPEROR. Rich crimson, colossal combs. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

DWARF MIXED. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

VARIEGATED FOLIAGE. Dwarf. Of striking effect, bronzy red leaves, beautifully spotted and shaded yellow and crimson. Combs of velvety black red. New. Pkt. 20c, trade pkt. 50c.

STRIPED. Dwarf. Combs beautifully striped in various colors, as yellow, rose, red, violet, etc. Very effective. New. Pkt. 20c, trade pkt. 50c.

CELOSIAS CHILDSII (CHINESE WOOL FLOW-ER). Most curious and showy of all celosia. Large balls of wool-like flowers. This season we offer three colors, crimson, rose-pink, and pale yellow, or mixed. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 25c.

CHRYSANTHEMUM. Showy and effective summer flowering annuals, much used for forcing and for summer cutting. Not grown as extensively as they deserve. Easy and free.

BURRIDGEANUM. Tricolor, White and rose. Eastern Star, yellow and white. Evening Star, yellow. Eclipse, bright orange, marked with a distinct scarlet ring. Erfurt Star, flowers wheel shaped, white ray florets, quilled, or mixed. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

CENTAUREA CYANUS (BACHELOR’S BUT-TON).

DOUBLE BLUE. This has been seen at so many shows during the fall and winter that it is hardly necessary for us to extol on its value to the florist or private gardener. Ideal for cutting and bunching or design work. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 30c.

SINGLE WHITE. Rose, blue or mixed. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

AMERICANA (Basket Flower). Very large “thistle like” flowers of pale sky blue, extra for cutting or for making up. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

IMPERIAL SWEET SULTAN. Finest strain for forcing, best Italian, Naples grown stock. Mixed. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 20c.

IPHIGENIA. The finest Sweet Sultan for cutting or for florist’s design work. Pink and white. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 35c.

WHITE. White and Rose, Delicate lilac, Purple or Mixed. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

FAVORITE. Brilliant pink, fine for florist’s use. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 35c.

COSMOS. Strong growing plants with handsome foliage. Old favorites for late cutting. Large flowering in following colors: White, Crimson, Pink, Lady Lenox, giant White, Bride (white tinted pink) or Mixed. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

EARLY FLOWERING GIANTS. White, Crimson, Pink, or Mixed Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

DOUBLE CRESTED. This new form of Cosmos is not strictly double, but much resembles the double forms of Pyrcinthum Roseum. A grand addition to the list of late flowers for cutting. Three colors separate: Pink, red, white, or mixed. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c, oz. $2.50.

CLARKIA. Easily grown annuals. Long stems in appearance resembling the stock flowered delphiniums. Easy and free. Fine for vases or border. Double white, Bright rose, Soft salmon, or Mixed. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

COBEA SCANDENS. Quick growing climbers with handsome foliage and large bell shaped flowers. Should be started inside in early April. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

COIX LACHRIMA, (Job’s TEARS). Ornamental grass. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

DRACENA INDIVISA. The slender dracena much used in bedding. Pkt. 10c.

DATURA (ANGEL’S TRUMPET). Three to five ft. plants bearing immense trumpet shaped flowers. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

DAHLIA. Double and Cactus mixed. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

DIMORPHOTHECA Extra for low dwarf border. Persistent and free blooming. Upright flowers of bright orange, lemon, red, etc., mixed. Pkt. 10c.

DELPHINIUM ANNUAL, (LARKSPUR). Tall double stock flowered, the finest of this class. White, Rose, Purple, Flesh, Carmine, light blue, or mixed. Pkt. 10c, trade(pkt. 25c.

DWARF ROCKET. Mixed. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

TALL ROCKET. Mixed. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

CANDELABRA FORMED LARKSPUR. Pretty pyramidal formed sort, about 14 inches tall. Fine colors. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

DIANTHUS (GARDEN PINK).

CRIMSON BELLE. Rich velvety crimson. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

EASTERN QUEEN. Beautifully marked rose. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

SOV. DE MALMAISON. Large flowered double, mixed. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.
DOLICIOUS.

MARVELOUS MIXED. This remarkable strain produces large flowers, double, with fine, thread-like fringes. All shades from white to deep purple red. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

SULPHUREUS. (New.) Light yellow, finely double flowers, as yet slightly various as to color. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 35c.

FIREFLACK. (New.) A form of Laciniovar Marvelous, light salmon. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

PINK BEAUTY. Fine pink shade. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

FAIRY QUEEN. Delicate salmon, with white edge. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

SALMON QUEEN. Brilliant salmon, distinct and charming. Pkt. 10c.

DIDISCUS COERULEA (LACE PLANT). Fine for cutting. Large flat lace-like flowers of light blue, on long stems. This has been offered for some years as Blue Lace Plant. Pkt. 10c, tr. pkt. 25c.

DOLICIOS. (Hyacinth Bean.) Rapid annual climbers, with large heart shaped leaves. Very useful for quick shade, and very ornamental. Easily grown.

SOUDANERIS. A Japanese sort with rosy purple flowers. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

PRINTZESS HELENE. Identical with above except that flowers are pure white and foliage lighter in color. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

ESCHOLTZIA. (California Poppy.) Very attractive annuals for beds, massing or edging, free flowering with very handsome finely cut foliage. In bloom from June till frost. The yellow sorts and the blue Centaurea make a beautiful combination. (Do not try to transplant these.)

ALBA. Pure white. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

BURBANK'S CRIMSON. The finest of this shade. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

GOLDEN WEST. The largest flowering of this poppy. Butterfly yellow with orange center. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

CARMINE KING. Carmine rose on both sides of petals. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 20c.

MANDARIN. Inner side of petals rich orange, outer side brilliant scarlet. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

ROSE CARDINAL. Large flowers, white inside, rose outside. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

DOUBLE WHITE. Double orange, or mixed double. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

VESUVIUS. Dark, brilliant red. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 30c.

EUPHORBIA VARIEGATA (Snow on the Mountain.) Belongs to the Poinsettias and like them blooms in bracts, venied and margined white. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c, oz. 20c.

HETEROPHYLLA. Very ornamental foliage plant, much similar to the well known poinsetta. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 20c.

GAILLARDIA LORENZIANA. Charming double flowers in gorgeous “blanket flower” shades. Easy and free blooming. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

GLADIOLUS. Seed from hand fertilized flowers. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 35c. Seed from Primmulinus Hybrids. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 35c.


BRIDESMAID. Pale pink. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

DUCHESS OF ALBANY. Pure white. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

THE BRIDE. White blotted crimson. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

LADY SATIN ROSE. Bright rose. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

GYPSPHILA. (Baby's Breath.) Free flowering elegant plants, succeeding anywhere. Neubious panicles of bloom much used for mixing with other cut flowers.

ELEGANS. ALBA. Annual white. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c, oz. 25c.

ELEGANS. ROSEA, Annual Rose. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c, oz. 25c.

GOMPHRENA. (Globe Amaranth.) Easily grown, everlasting flowers, fine for winter boquets, mixed only. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

HELICHRYSUM MONSTROSUM. (Straw Flower.) Double, Fireball, Silver Ball, Rosea, Salmon, or mixed. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

HUNNEMANNA. (Bush Escholtzia.) Bushy plants, bearing bright yellow flowers like escholtzia. Fine for cutting, keeps for many days. Pkt. 10c. trade pkt. 25c.

IMPOMOEA. Climbers of rapid growth, beautiful and varied flowers. For cover they are invaluable on porches, trellises, walls, etc. Soak seed in warm water over night before planting.

IMPERIALIS. (Japanese Morning Glory.)

Coccinea. (Star Ipomoea.) Small scarlet flowers. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 10c oz. 20c.

GRANDIFLORA MEXICANA. (Moonflower.) Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 20c, oz. 50c.

IPOMOEA QUAMOCLIT (Cypress Vine). One of the most popular vines, very delicate form like foliage and masses of small star shaped flowers of white and scarlet. White, Scarlet or Mixed. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

DWARF MORNING GLORY. Tricolor mixed. A very wide range of color. Fine continuous bloomers for the border. Pkt. 5c, Morning Glory. Mixed. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 10c.

DOUBLE MORNING GLORY. (Snow Fairy). Pure white very double flowers, slightly fringed, strong and free blooming, a splendid novelty. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

CARDINAL CLIMBER. A splendid new climber with dark green finely cut foliage, bright red flowers. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 30c.

KOCHIA TRIPHOPHILA (Burning Bush). A very easy, grown annually, attaining a height of about three feet. Deep green in color and very symmetrical in shape. An ideal plant for dividing the vegetable from the flower garden, or for any temporary hedge. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 20c.
LUPIN. Pea like spikes of flowers in delicate colors. Fine for cutting, easy and free. Annual. Deep scarlet and White, Rosy purple, Rose, Crimson, or Mixed. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

LINUM GRANDIFLORUM RUBRUM. Red annual flax. Easy and free. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

MATRICARIA. Finely cut foliage, with small ball shaped flowers. Fine for cutting with other flowers. White, Yellow or Mixed. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

LAVATERA (Tree Mallow). Mixed colors. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

MARIGOLD

Old favorite free flowering annuals. We offer two types below, the African and French. The first named are the large flowering and run to yellow and orange shades and are well adapted for large beds and mixed borders. The French are more dwarf and flowers are generally striped in yellows and mahogany browns. Both are very easily grown.

AFRICAN MARIGOLD

ELDORADO. Large imbricated and extremely double. All shades of yellow. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

LEMON QUEEN. Soft lemon yellow flowers. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 20c.

PRINCE OF ORANGE. Intensely double flowers of a rich deep golden orange. A fine contrast to Lemon Queen. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 20c.

PRIDE OF THE GARDEN. Immense flowers, densely double, dwarf, compact growth, forming dense bushes 15 to 18 inches high. Pkt. 10, trade pkt. 25c.

NANA AURIANTIACA. Dwarf orange. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

NANA TALLUMA. Dwarf, pale yellow. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

AFRICAN. Tall double, yellow shades, mixed. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 10c.

FRENCH MARIGOLD

GOLD STRIPED. Dwarf, very double, brownish red, striped golden yellow. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 20c.

LEGION D'HONNEUR. Dwarf, golden yellow, marked crimson. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

FRENCH. Dwarf, striped, mixed. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

LILIPUT. The miniature marigold. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

MARVEL OF PERU (Four O'clock). A well known garden favorite. Is gaining in popularity as a border for walks and drives.

TALL. Yellow, Yellow and Red, Rose, Crimson, Flesh, White, Mixed. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 10c.

DWARF. Carmine, Tricolor, Yellow, White or Mixed. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 10c.

VARIATED FOILAGE DWARF. Fine for borders, mixed. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 10c.

TALL. Variegated foliage mixed, Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

MIGNONETTE. Very rapid growth, rather dwarfed, delicately scented. Does best during cool months. Plant either very early or very late or both for succession.

TRUE MACHET. Thick dark green leaves. Gray flowers. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c, oz. trade pkt. 15c, oz. 40c.

GOLDEN QUEEN. Light golden yellow. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c, oz. 50c.

ALLEN'S DEFiance. Largely used for forcing. A splendid sort and of good keeping qualities when cut. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c, oz. 60c.

MILES' SPIRAL. Spikes 8 to 10 inches long, very fragrant. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c, oz. 50c.

GOLIATH. Strong, compact grower, giant trusses of flowers on strong, stiff stalks. Surpassing all others in brilliancy of color. Especially adapted for florists' use. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 25c, oz. 75c.

WHITE PEARL. Enormous spikes of pure white flowers, very fragrant, new. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

GIGANTEA PYRAMIDALIS. Pyramidal growth, 2 ft. Immense red flowers, new. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

NASTURTIUM

Probably best known and most used of any other annual. For several years we have carried a long line of named sorts, but the demand has been almost entirely for mixed. This season we have given especial care to the few mixtures below and have cut out the named varieties.

HYBRIDS OF MADAME GUNTER. Old shades of salmon, rose, reds, yellow, etc., climbing. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 10c, oz. 15c.

CALIFORNIA GIANTS. Large leaves, heavier vine, large flowers, good trellis cover. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c, oz. 25c.

TOM THUMB. Finest collection of dwarf sorts, for border or cutting. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 10c, oz. 15c.

POPPY

Sow as early as possible and where they are to remain. They will not stand transplanting. To get best results thin to 3 or 4 inches.

POPPY, Single Annual Varieties.

FIRE KING. Free flowering, orange scarlet, fringed, yellow stamens, fine. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 20c.

FIRE DRAGON. Beautiful deep red, with black spots, margined white. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 20c.

DANEBOG. Brilliant scarlet with silvery white spot on each petal, forming a white cross. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 10c.

ENGLISH SCARLET. The scarlet field poppy. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 10c.

TULIP. One of the most brilliant. Flowers resemble the brilliant Gesneriana tulip. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 20c.

THE BRIDE. Beautiful large pure white. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 10c.

POPPY, Double Annual Varieties.

THE QUEEN. Now, a double Shirley mixture. This contains all the gorgeous combinations of the Shirley type, lasts well when cut. A fine addition to decorative poppies. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.
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DOUBLE PEONY FLOWERED. Giant balls of brilliant color, easy to grow. Height 24 to 30 inches. Brown and cinnabar, Mauve grey, Nankan yellow, Scarlet and white, Delicate chamoise, Lilac, White or mixed. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

SALPILGLOSSIS (PAINTED TONGUE). One of the greatest favorites among annuals, partly because of its easy culture, but principally on account of the wonderful oriental colors of the flowers, deep browns, purples, crimsons, etc., almost invariably shot or veined with gold.

EMPEROR. Forming an upward stem, bearing on the summit a beautiful bouquet, about 12 to 20 inches tall. Mixed. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

BROWN VEINED GOLD. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

BLUE VEINED GOLD. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

LILAC VEINED GOLD. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

IMPROVED TALL LARGE FLOWERING. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

VIOLET VEINED GOLD. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

SALVIA (SCARLET SAGE). Sow early indoors, give it plenty of time. It is very slow to germinate. Too well known to describe.

SPLENDENS. The well known tall variety. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c, oz. $1.25.

FIREBALL. The finest of all salvias; very erect and wonderfully free flowering. Flowers which appear very early are a brilliant deep scarlet. A splendid bedding variety. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 50c, oz. $3.00.

PARKINCEA. Violet blue. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 30c, oz. $1.50.

ZURICH. A splendid dwarf sort, 2 ft. The earliest salvia to bloom. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 50c, oz. $4.00.

SCABIOSA (MOURNING BRIDE). Beautiful flowers in exquisite shades borne on long stems, splendid for cutting. Very easy to handle. Effective in bed or border.

BEST EUROPEAN STRAINS of this fine annual. Tall double, Cherry Red and white, Golden yellow, Azure, Cherry, Flesh, Rose, White, purple. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

FINEST GIANTS. Extra. This strain claimed to be the finest for cut flowers. New with us. If not satisfactory will replace. Purple and white, Cherry and white, Sulphur-yellow. Pkt. 10c.

MAUVE DOUBLE. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

STATICE SINUATA. Blue, splendid for dried bouquets or used when freshly cut. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c.

SCHIZANTHUS (WISOENONISI). Largely used as a stove or house plant. This variety has been widely described as white, dotted with rose. It is not well established as yet and will come in several shades. Beautiful and remarkably free flowering grown outside. Pkt. 20c, trade pkt. 50c, 1/2 oz. $1.00.

GRANDIFLORA HYBRIDS. Beautiful new hybrids mixed. Pkt 10c, trade pkt. 20c, oz. $1.00.

STOCKS. One of the most popular of hardy annuals, sow in March or April they commence flowering in July. Large flowered ten week.

BLOOD RED. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 50c, oz. $3.50.

CANARY YELLOW. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 50c, oz. $3.50.

DARK BLUE. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 50c, oz. $3.50.

FLESH. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 50c, oz. $3.50.

LILAC. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 50c, oz. $3.50.

WHITE. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 50c, oz. $3.50.

ROSE. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 50c, oz. $3.50.

FINEST MIXED. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 40c, oz. $3.00.

SUNFLOWER (HELIANIUS). Few people realize the effect that may be accomplished by the use of the sunflower. The Chrysanthemum and Cut and Come Again types are remarkable for the stately growth, size and brilliancy of their flowers, making a very good effect among shrubbery and for screens. Hardy annuals.

CUCUMERIFOLIUS PURPURAEA (Red annual Sunflower). A beautiful and easily grown novelty, 4 ft. All shades from yellow through different shades of red, down to chocolate. A distinct break in colors of this popular annual. Very artistic and well worth growing. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 20c.

CUT AND COME AGAIN SUNFLOWER (The Ever-blooming Type). The single flows, three to four inches across, are borne in long stems admirably adapted for vases. Choice colors in mixture. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 20c, oz. 40c.

DOUBLE CHRYSANTHEMUM FLOWERED. Grows about six feet high and bears profusely. The perfectly double flowers are bright yellow of different shades; from three to six inches in diameter. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c, oz. 25c.

LARGE RUSSIAN. A very tall growing single variety, 10 to 15 feet. The seed used for poultry. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 10c, oz. 20c.

NIGELLA (LOVE IN A MIST.)

DAMASCENA. Mixed. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c. Miss JEKYLL. Beautiful new variety with corn-flower blue blossom, fine for cutting. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 20c.

ORNAMENTAL GOURDS. Small sorts, round, pear shaped, etc., in various shades of green, yellow, and white, climbing vines giving good shade. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 15c, oz. 35c.

NICOTIANA (FLOWERING TOBACCO). SANDERAE HYBRIDS. Delightfully sweet-scented tubular flowers of various colors. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 20.

AFFINIS. Pure white, sweet scented. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 10c.

THREE NEW HYBRIDS. Flesh, Crimson, Violet, or mixed hybrids. Pkt. 10c. trade pkt. 25c.

Just a line to congratulate you on your catalogue. I have been thinking of the years since I first bought seed from you, from an ad. in the Review, wasn't it?

L. E. HITZ, Florist,
PANSIES

Too well known to require description. For summer blooming sow in early spring in a cool spot, somewhat shaded. For spring blooming sow in the fall. Enrich soil with thoroughly rotted manure.

CASSIER’S SUPREME. All either three spotted or five spotted. An extremely good strain. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 30c, oz. $2.25.

GIANT PRETIOSA. Large flowered curled five blotched, violet or Carmine ground, with broad white border, new. Pkt. 20c, trade pkt. 40c, oz. $4.00.

GOLDEN QUEEN (Trimardeau). Pure yellow, fine. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 30c, oz. $2.25.

CARDINAL. Immense bright red. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c, oz. $2.00.

BLACK PRINCE. Large flowered velvet black. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c, oz. $2.00.

PEACOCK. Peacock blue with white edge. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c, oz. $2.00.

INDIGO BLUE (Trimardeau). Very fine deep blue, giant. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c, oz. $2.00.

SNOWFLAKE (Giant Trimardeau). Clear white, fine. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c, oz. $2.00.

MME. PERRET. Flowers of largest size, especially rich in red and wine shades. A new and beautiful French introduction. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 30c, oz. $4.00.

PRINCE BISMARCK (Trimardeau). Gold bronze, marbled. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c, oz. $2.00.

LIGHT BLUE (Trimardeau). A clear light blue. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 20c, oz. $2.00.

VIOLET QUEEN. Splendid deep violet. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c, oz. $2.00.

METTE’S TRIUMPH OF THE GIANT. Robust growth. Compact round plant. Healthy heavy foliage. Long stems. The flower petals are exceedingly broad and cover each other in such a manner as to make the flower appear almost double. Border of petals on most flowers is curiously undulated and curled. Giving them a most striking and very peculiar appearance. Very new and rare tones of red and brown as well as other combinations of the more common colors. Flowers of this blend have been seen at every large European exhibition since 1904 and it is constantly improving. Pkt. 25c, trade pkt. 50c, oz. $8.00.

LULU PERRET. Large flowers, bronze yellow with dark centre, new. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 30c, oz. $4.00.

ODER. Five spotted golden yellow, one of the best for cutting and bunching. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 50c, oz. $3.50.

BEST FRENCH MIXED. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c, oz. $2.00.

BEST ENGLISH MIXED (Scotch grown). Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 35c, oz. $1.25.

I wish to tell you of my asters. I had the finest and best ever, in fact, they were the talk of the town. You may duplicate the order next spring, and if you have anything good, or better than you sent, do not forget to add it to the list. T. H. FULLER, Gladiolus grower, Battle Creek, Mich.

PETUNIA

Giant Types

ADMISSION. Deep violet blotched white. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

ELEGANCE. Deep blood red, white throat. 1000 seeds $1.00, pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

JULIUS WOLFF. Light blue, giant flowers, new. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

KING EDWARD VII. White with crimson border. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

VIOLA CEA. Intense dark blue, velvety. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

RHINEGOLD. White, with large yellow throat, beautiful. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 40c.

TITANIA. Royal purple, white margin, fringed. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 40c.

GIANTS OF CALIFORNIA. Finest giants in all shades. Immense flowers. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 40c.

FLUFFY RUFFLES. A beautiful introduction of the Shepherd Co. Single flowers in mixed colors so finely fringed that they resemble doubles. 1000 seeds $1.00, pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 35c.

SHEPHERD’S DOUBLE MIXED. Double petunias are notoriously fickle as to coming double. This is the best strain we have been able to find after many seasons of trials. Save the weaker seedlings. They produce the finest flowers of best colorings. 1000 seeds $1.50, pkt. 20c, trade pkt. 50c.

SON-PURPLE FLOWERS, fine border. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

GIAN MIXED. A selection from the best of our test sorts, plain and fringed. Colors of finest shades only most self colors, pinks, white, deepest velvety reddish purples, mottled, etc. A better mixture than we have ever been able to buy. 1000 seeds $1.00, Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 35c.

BALCONY TYPE. These are good bedding sorts, but are extra fine for boxes or vases, in that they are natural “trailers.” Flowers are large and colors extra good. Pink, Purple or mixed. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 40c.

Bedding Petunias

ROSY MORN. A beautiful variety for edging. Rather dwarf, of compact growth. White throat, edge flushed soft rose. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 50c, oz. $2.00.

BEDDING WHITE. Purest white for use with Rosy Morn. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c, oz. $1.00.

ERECTA PURPLE QUEEN. Pretty glossy crim-HOWARD’S STAR. A magnificent variety, free blooming, crimson maroon with a well defined pointed star of blush white. An early bloomer and continues till frost. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 50c.

ERFORDA. Brilliant rose, with throat. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 25c.

EDITHA. A splendid bedding sort, pink, with deep carmine star, veined and setted carmine. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

INIMITABLE. Striped and blotched. Dwarf mixed. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.
SWEET PEAS

After many careful trials of sweet peas, both in novelties and standards, we offer the severely pruned list below. Long lists of similar colors and shades would only confuse all but the initiated. Extravagantly priced novelties generally amount to little but a slight change in shade or color are almost invariably so poorly fixed that they are badly mixed, sometimes we find them so much so that it is difficult to get any list described. We offer below the cream of the world's best, selected with regard to all points, size, stem, color and vigor. The mixture will be found equally good.

AFTERGLOW. A beautiful combination of electric blue and mauve, waved giant. Pkt. 10c, oz. 30c.

HERCULES. Magnificent soft rose-pink, often reaching two and one-half inches, the best kind. Pkt. 10c, oz. 30c.

APPLE BLOSSOM. An exact reproduction of Apple Blossom and having the splendid wavy blossoms of the Spencer type. Pkt. 10c, oz. 30c, ¼ lb. 70c.

ASTA OHN. A splendid lavender Spencer. Endorsed flowers upon stiff stems. Pkt. 10c, oz. 35c, ¼ lb. 80c.

AURORA. Flowers striped and mottled with orange salmon upon a background of creamy white. Pkt. 10c, oz. 30c, ¼ lb. 70c.

CHRISIE UNWIN. Large, crimson scarlet, waved. Pkt. 10c, oz. 20c, ¼ lb. 70c.

COUNTESS FRENCH. Lovely clear pink, shading deeper at the edges, waved. Pkt. 10c, oz. 40c, ¼ lb. $1.25.

DIANTY. White with piecetip pink edge, waved. Pkt. 10c, oz. 40c, ¼ lb. $1.25.

FRANK DOLLEY. The Standard Florist's lavender, deep in color, large. Pkt. 10c, oz. 25c, ½ lb. 75c.

FLORENCE NIGHTINGALE. Deeper color than Asta Ohn, contains no pink, answers best where lavender without pink shading is wanted. Pkt. 10c, oz. 35c, ¼ lb. 80c.

E. J. CASE. Dainty pinkish purple, shade rose pink, waved. Pkt. 10c, oz. 35c, ¼ lb. 80c.

GOERGEUS. A brilliant combination of scarlet, orange, and rose. Pkt. 5c, oz. 25c, ¼ lb. 50c.

HELEN LEWIS. Brilliant crimson orange, wings orange-rose, waved. Pkt. 10c, oz. 30c, ¼ lb. $1.00.

ILLUMINATOR. Glowing light salmon, one of the very best. Pkt. 10c, oz. 35c, ¼ lb. 80c.

KING EDWARD. Large flower, crimson scarlet, waved. Pkt. 10c, oz. 25c.

KING WHITE. The very finest white sweet pea in cultivation. Always in fours on stout stems, well waved, and very vigorous. Pkt. 10c, oz. 35c, ¼ lb. 75c.

MARGARET ATLEE. Rich glowing pink on cream ground, a rank grower generally producing flowers in fours, the best cream pink to date. Pkt. 10c, oz. 30c, ¼ lb. $1.00.

MRS. HARDCASTLE SYKES. Blush-pink, large, finely waved, the best blush-pink. Pkt. 10c, oz. 30c, ¼ lb. $1.00.

MRS. ROUTZAHN. Soft chamois-pink, a beautiful cut flower, waved. Pkt. 10c, oz. 30c, ¼ lb. $1.00.

MRS. WALT WRIGHT. Beautiful deep mauve, shaded, waxed. Pkt. 10c, oz. 30c, ¼ lb. $1.00.

OTHELLO. A magnificent deep maroon Spencer. Pkt. 10c, oz. 25c, ¼ lb. 50c.

PHYLIS UNWIN. Bright rose pink, waved, Pkt. 10c, oz. 25c, ¼ lb. 80c.

JEAN IRELAND. Creamy buff edged carmine, new. Pkt. 10c, oz. 50c, ¼ lb. $1.50.

ROYAL PURPLE. Rich royal purple, fine. Pkt. 10c, oz. 50c, ¼ lb. $1.50.

ROBERT SYDENHAM. Rich orange self, new. Pkt. 10c, oz. 30c, ¼ lb. $1.50.

SCARLET EMPEROR. Brilliant scarlet, finely waved. Extra. Pkt. 10c, oz. 35c, ¼ lb. $1.25.

WARRIOR. Rich chocolate-maroon, new. Pkt. 10c, oz. 40c, ¼ lb. $1.40.

ENCHANTRESS. Fine new pink shade. Pkt. 10c, oz. 40c, ¼ lb. $1.40.

HERCULES. Pale rose pink, immense size and heavy flower. Oz. 35c, ¼ lb. $1.25.

SUTTON’S QUEEN. Creamy-buff, flushed pink, a beautiful sort, waved. Pkt. 10c, oz. 30c, ¼ lb. 70c.


THOMAS STEVENSON. Bright orange scarlet, immense flowers, beautifully waved. Pkt. 10c, oz. 35c, ¼ lb. 80c.

WHITE SPENCER. It has a very large fluted and crinkly standard. Flowers borne three and four on long stems. Pkt. 10c, oz. 30c, ¼ lb. 70c.

MIXTURE OF ALL THE ABOVE. Pkt. 10c, oz. 20c, ¼ lb. 60c.

WINTER FLOWERING SWEET PEAS

Largely used for forcing, but very useful for outside growing. In good seasons they are in bloom by June fifth, giving a cut far in advance of the later sorts listed above.

CHRISTMAS PINK. Earliest Blanche Ferry, pink and white. Pkt. 5c, oz. 20c, ¼ lb. 50c, 1 lb. $1.50.

CHRISTMAS WHITE. Pkt. 5c, oz. 20c, ¼ lb. 50c, 1 lb. $1.50.

MRS. F. J. DOLANSKY. Daybreak pink. Pkt. 5c, oz. 30c, ¼ lb. 70c, 1 lb. $2.00.

MRS. ALEX WALLACE. Finest Lavender. Pkt. 5c oz. 25c, ¼ lb. 60c, 1 lb. $1.75.

FLAMINGO. Bright crimson. Pkt. 5c, oz. 25c, ¼ lb. 50c, 1 lb. $1.25.

WINTER FLOWERING, OR EARLY FLOWERING SPENCERS. These are too high in price as yet for the average garden, but we offer a mixture of the best at Pkt. 15c, oz. 50c, ¼ lb. $1.75.

TAGETES SIGNATA PUMILA GOLDEN GEM. An improved form of a favorite dwarf annual border. Comes into bloom with the marigolds and is covered with flowers until frost. Very orderly and even. Pkt. 5c, trade pkt. 25c, oz. 50c.
PHLOX DRUMMONDI. Fine for bedding or cutting. A mixed bed of this is a most gorgeous sight. White, Crimson, Flesh, Lilac, Primrose, Slate-blue, or Mixed. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

STAR OF QUEDMINBURG (Star Phlox). Smaller than the type. Long stemmed, good colors. Fine. Mixed only. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

FIMBRIATA (Fringed Phlox Drummondii). New. Lacinated and fringed in pretty shades. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 35c.

SEMIPLANA (Semi-double Phlox Drummondii). Half double flowers in fine colors. New. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 35c.

PORTULACCA (Sun Plant of Moss Rose). One of the most hardy annuals. Does best in light loam or sand and must be in sunny position. Flowers of richest color. Fine for low massing.

SINGLE MIXED. Pkt. 5c, Trade pkt. 15c.

DOUBLE MIXED. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

VERBENA. A very fine strain of this well known hardy annual. Constantly in bloom until frost. Sow in the open and transplant 15 inches each way. May be sown indoors for early bloom. We offer the following separate colors. White, Blue, Pink, Purple, Scarlet, Auricular Eyed mixed, or Giant mixed. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c, oz. $1.50.

WILD CUCUMBER. A climber which reaches a height of 30 feet in one season. It is covered with clusters of white sweet-scented flowers followed by an abundance of ornamental seed pods. Hardy annual. Pkt. 5c trade pkt. 15c.

ZINNIA (Youth and Old Age). One of the most brilliant and showy of annuals, a general favorite everywhere.

BENARY'S GIANTS (True). This is the finest strain of giant zinnia in cultivation. Heavy, rank growers, bearing immense extra double flowers. Very free and easy to grow. They are not subject to pests or disease, and are sure to succeed with very little care. We offer the following separate colors. White, Lilac, Flesh, Rose, Burnt orange, Sulphur, Cream, Violet, Crimson, Scarlet, or mixed. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c, oz. $1.50.

PICO TEE (Golden Pheasant). A rich golden shade, each overlapping petal tipped with rosy red. Fine. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 40c.

PICO TEE MIXED. Different shades in pastel zinnia colors, tipped with deeper colors. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 40c.

DAHLLIA FLOWERED MIXED. The heavy, overlapping petals closely resemble the decorative dahlias. Giant type. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 40c.

TWO NEW SHADES IN BENARY'S GIANTS. A clean deep salmon pink, and a Buttercup yellow. Pkt. 15c, trade pkt. 40c.

CURLED AND CRESTED. Novel forms and colors, with twisted and curled petals, pretty and interesting. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

ELEGANS GRACILLIMA. The mixture zinnia, mixed colors only. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

HERBS, SEEDS.

ANISE. For garnish or flavoring. Pkt 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

BASIL. Used in soups or sauces. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

DILL. Used in pickling or seasoning. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

CARAWAY. Seeds used in baking cookies, etc. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

MARRIAGE (Sweet). Used green in summer and dried in winter, for flavoring. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

FENNEL (Sweet). For salads, etc. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

ROSEMARY. Aromatic leaves. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

THYME (Winter). For seasoning. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

SAGE. For seasoning dressings, sauces, etc. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

TARRAGON. For seasoning. Pkt. 10c, trade pkt. 25c.

One Retail Packet of each of the ten herbs above for 45c. One Trade Packet of each for $1.15, post paid.

---

Was very successful with your seeds last spring. ...Won first and special with Shell Pink Mikado, first and special with Mikado White, first with Mikado Purple, also first Cosmos and first and second with Zinnias. Your Royal Stripe was greatly admired.

H. WIGGLESWORTH,
Stratford, Ontario, Can.

My Zinnias last summer were very much admired. I did not realize that Zinnias could be so beautiful.

MRS. H. A. HILDRETH,
New Ipswich, N. H.

This order is the result of my visit to see your magnificent collection of Gladiolus. It was the grandest sight in flowers I have ever seen.

J. V. KINDER, Florist,
Charleroi, Penna.

Please send assortment of aster seed, mostly white and pink, in branching, about such as you usually send.

A. J. HERFORT, Florist,
Green Bay, Wis.

I enclose check for ——— and leave selection to you. Had grand success with your seeds last year.

J. A. NEWBY, Florist,
Logansport, Ind.

Our order of January 30th is at hand and in fine shape. I appreciate the addition of the extra Gladiolus and the aster seeds. I thank you for your courtesy in our dealings.

CONSTANCE D. BOWER NURSERY,
San Diego, Calif.

I have had splendid results from Aster, Salvia, Verbena, and other seeds from you.

C. H. JANZEN, Florist,
Kitchener, Ont.

---

WRITE FOR OUR SPECIAL HANDY FOLDER OF PERENNIAL SEEDS —THE LONGEST LIST IN AMERICA.
GLADIOLUS

Prices, each and 12 by mail prepaid. Per 100 by express collect.

RUFFLED GLADIOLI  ALL KUNDERDII

ADORATION. Unusual shade of Lincoln red, deeper throat, each $1, per doz. $10.
AEOLIAN. Deep salmon rose, edge of petals margined rosy blue, each 75c, per dozen $7.50.
ALTON. Closely ruffled, delicate orange, XX fine, each $1, per dozen $10.
AMERICAN INDIAN. Self colored, rich deep velvety red, each 35c, per dozen $3.50.
ANTHONY B. KUNDERD. Well ruffled, deep cream overlaid blush pink, lower petals primrose edged pink, very fine. Each $1, per dozen $10.
ARDMORE. Lavender-pink, deeper throat blotches, each 35c, per dozen $3.50.
AVALON. Very large, blush white, rose throat, each 35c, per dozen $3.50.
AZALEA. White ground with beautiful throat markings. Much resembles the Ghent Azalea. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.
BONNY. Lavender, tinted pink, with old rose edge, each 25c, per dozen $2.50.
CINNAMON BEAR. Deep violet-red, deeper throat, self color, finely ruffled. Each 50c, per dozen $5.
CRESCENT QUEEN. Dark wine, self color, fine, each 35c, per dozen $3.50.
CRESTON. Deeply ruffled white, fine spike, each 50c, per dozen $5.
CULEBRA. White, overlaid salmon, fine spike, each 50c, per dozen $5.
DEW DROP. White, flushed delicate blush, lower petals cream, darker throat blotch. Each $1.
DREAM. Massive bloom of deep salmon red, showy throat blotches, a heavy grower. One of the best. Each 50c, per dozen $5.
ELEGANCE. Pure soft yellow, deeper throat. Each 75c, per dozen $7.50.
E. J. SHAYLOR. Pure deep rose, very tall and strong. Each 50c, per dozen $5.
FAIRLAND. Vermillion, shading lighter to the center, beautiful throat blotch. Each 50c, per dozen $5.
GYPSY QUEEN. Orange red, edged delicate blue. Each 50c, per dozen, $5.
HUMMING BIRD. Deep rose with lavender sheen, lower petals blotched deeper. Very showy. Each 50c, per dozen $5.
INDIANAPOLIS. Deep violet with narrow white line. Each 35c, per dozen $3.50.
IVORY. Ivory white, light throat markings. Each 20c, per dozen $2.
JOE COLEMAN. A fine light red, extra long spike, many flowers open at once. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.
JUNE DELIGHT. Deep geranium red, well ruffled. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.
KASSON. Deep lavender pink, large, each 35c, per dozen $3.50.
KUNDERD GLORY. Apricot-cream, shading to pink, red stripe on lower petals, each 10c, per dozen 75c.
LILITH. Orange-salmon, good, each 35c, per dozen $3.50.
LITTLE DIAMOND. Salmon-pink, flaked deeper, with a brightly mottled throat. Fine color combination, each 20c, per dozen $2.
MONA LISA. Self colored, softest pale rose or blush. A most dainty variety. Each 50c, per dozen $5.
NAMPA. Large white, finely ruffled, each 35c, per dozen $3.50.
NUBIAN. Deep rose, shaded yellow throat, each 50c, per dozen $5.
ONGE. Deep lavender-rose. purple throat, each 50c, per dozen $5.
ORAN. Blush white with rose and white penciled throat, each 35c, per dozen $3.50.
ORANGE GLORY. Clear bright orange, three fine white lines in throat. One of the finest of all. Each 35c, per dozen $3.50, per 100 $23.25.
PINK BEAUTY BLOTCH. Bright pink with deeper blotches in throat, large. Each 20c, per dozen $2.
PINK LILY. One of the most delicately shaded of the ruffled pinks. A very valuable cut flower sort. Each 50c, per dozen $5, per 100, $37.50.
PRIDE OF GOSHEN. Massive, heavy grower, large flowers of deep salmon shaded to pastel pink. Each 15c, per dozen $1.50, per 100 $11.25.
PRIDE OF LANCASTER. Brilliant orange-salmon, deeper throat. Perhaps the longest spike of all, fine. Each 50c, per dozen $5, per 100 $37.50.
PRINCESCO. Orange red, large flowers, each 35c, per dozen $3.50.
RUFFLED GLADIOLI—Continued

PREMENOCAL. Yellow ground, with border of pink, bright marks and red blotches in throat. Each 30c, per dozen $3.

PURPLE GLORY. The giant of all gladioli. Deepest velvet maroon, beautifully ruffled. A wonderful variety. Each $1.50, per dozen $15.

RED, WHITE AND GOLD. Upper portion of petals white, lower a clear lemon yellow, edges are marked deep red, a giant, each 50c, per dozen $5, per 100 $37.50.

RITA. A finely ruffled yellow, red markings, each 35c.

ROBERTA. Deep apple blossom pink, fine ruffling, each 30c, per dozen $3.

ROSALIND. Dark aniline, deeper throat, fine, each 75c, per dozen $7.50.

ROSE GLORY. Rose pink, shading to deeper throat, each 50c, dozen $5, 100 $37.50.

SAWTOTH. Beautiful clear garnet, small flower but a gem. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

SCARLANO. Light orange red, finely ruffled, each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

SCARLET GLORY. Soft, rich scarlet, large flower, beautiful shade. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

SILVER MOON. White, with blush tints, deeper throat, Each 50c, per dozen $5, per 100 $37.50.

SMILES. True Glory type, white, tinted rose, pink at edges Each 50c, per dozen $5.

SNOW GLORY. Snowy white, only touch of color is three very faint iris blue lines in lower petals. These do not show if cut in bud. Extra large, beautifully ruffled. Each $3.00, per dozen $30.

SPLENDOR. Dark wine black, unusual shade. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

SUMMER BLOSSOM. Salmon-rose, with deeper throat, beautifully ruffled, each 35c, per dozen $3.50.

TEMPA. Pink shaded old rose, throat of rosy lavender. Each 35c, per dozen $3.50.

THISTLE. Rose red, with pansy throat, very large and massive. Each 75c, per dozen $7.50.

TRION. Similar to Glory, white, each 30c, dozen $3.00.

VENTURA. Pure white with barred throat, each 35c, dozen $3.50.

VIOLET BEAUTY. Cerise, overlaid violet, red blotches in throat, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

VIOLET GLORY. Self colored, deep violet maroon, each 50c, dozen $5.00.

WHITE BELLE. Delicate blush white, long spikes, one of the best examples of ruffling in the entire list, each 35c, dozen $3.50.

WHITE DELIGHT. Soft flesh, with creamy throat, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

WHITE IVORY. Pure white, with iris blue lines, a new and distinct combination, well ruffled, each 35c, dozen $3.50, 100 $26.25.

WHITE KING. Sulphur white, with faint throat markings, well ruffled. (Synonym “Patrician”). Each 10c, dozen $1.00, 100 $7.50.

YOUELL’S FAVORITE. Selected by Henry Youell, at the time Sec’y of the Am. Glad. Society, as his favorite ruffled sort. Massive flower and plant, self colored lavender-pink. Each 20c, dozen $2, 100 $15.00.

No. 103. Tall, large, velvety dark red, with darker throat. Rich and showy. One of the best reds. Each 75c, dozen $7.50.

PLAIN PETALED VARIETIES—ALL KUNDERDII

ABERDEEN. Dainty lavender, tinted pink, large, each 15c, dozen $1.50, 100 $11.25.

ADRIATIC. Mottled and speckled wine-blue, beautifully tapestry shadings. Each 50c, dozen $5.00.

AGATHA. Deep peach blossom pink, large, each 50c.

ALHAMBRA. Bright, clean vermillion, extra, each 35c, dozen $3.50, 100 $26.25.

AMERICAN PILLAR. Light rose. Garnet throat blotches, each 75c, dozen $7.50.

AMERICANUS. White, flushed delicate pink, each 25c, dozen $2.50, 100 $18.75.

ANALINE. Fine, deep aniline red, beautiful, each 15c, dozen $1.50, 100 $11.25.

ANTHEM. Light rose red, deeper throat, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

ARIZONA ROSE. Large rose pink, good grower, good spike, fine flower. Each 15c, dozen $1.50, 100 $11.25.

ARLINGTON. Deep lavender-rose, extra, each 20c, dozen $2.00, 100 $15.00.

ASHBURN. Salmon red, flaked chestnut, massive and showy. Each 20, dozen $2.00, 100, $15.00.

ATLANTIC. Orange salmon, throat almost white. Good grower under all conditions, fine cut flower. Each 30c, dozen $3.00, 100 $22.50.

ATTALLA. Soft creamy white, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

BARONESS. Deep lilac or violet red, large, each 75c, dozen $7.50.

BIG BLACK. Amaryllis like blooms, clear deep red, each 50c, dozen $3.50.

BILLY RED. Deep crimson, good, each 20c, dozen $2.00.

BLUE ISLE. Lilac blue, dark red blotch. Each 30c, dozen $3.00.

BLUE ORCHID. Violet blue, with black blotch, each 50c, dozen $5.00.

BLUE IRIS. Fine light Iris blue, distinct. Each 50c, dozen $5.00.

BUMBLE BEE. Broad flowers of salmon rose, penciled blue, each 50c, dozen $5.
PLAIN PETALED GLADIOLI---Continued

Byron L. Smith. Delicate pink on white ground, equaling the finest orchids in color. One of the finest delicate colored sorts in cultivation. Each 50c, dozen $5.

Cairo. Very long spike of clear red, white line in center of each petal, extra good. Each 20c, dozen $2.00, 100 $15.00.

Canary Queen. Clear sulphur yellow, large flower, good grower. Each 25c, dozen $2.50, 100 $18.75.

Challenger. A giant in dark, rich velvety red, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

Charlie Kohler. Long spikes of brilliant scarlet, each 15c, dozen $1.50.

Cheer. Bright salmon, clear white throat, long stems, fine for cutting. Each 25c, dozen $2.50, 100 $18.75.

Cincinnatus Heine. White, shaded blush, yellow throat, each 30c, dozen $3.

Colors. Dark wine, mottled and flaked cream, each 55c, dozen $3.50.

Corunna. Very light brick red, coal black throat bordered white, striking and distinctive. Each 35c, dozen $3.50, 100 $26.25.

Cymbaline. Deep velvety aniline, unusual shade, each 15c, dozen $1.50.

Defiance. Delicate blush white, an extra fine spike, fine for cutting. Far better than Peace for market flower. Each 35c, dozen $3.50, 100 $26.25.

Delight. Orange vermilion, pansy blotch, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

Dixie. Very dark, almost black, long stems, each 20c, dozen $2.00, 100 $15.

Donora. Long spikes, medium size wine red, each 15c, dozen $1.50.

Dorrit. Immense flower, delicate pink with lavender flush, each 35c, dozen $3.50, 100 $26.25.

Early Black. Ruby red with white mottling, tall and slender, each 15c, dozen $1.50, 100 $11.25.

Early Pendleton. Similar to Mrs. F. Pendleton, earlier and more blooms open at once. Each 30c, dozen $3.00, 100 $22.50.

Elba. Deep lavender rose, large, each 30c, dozen $3.00.

El Capitan. Tall spike of soft sulphur, many blooms open at once. Each 15c, dozen $1.50, 100 $11.25.

Ephesus. Rose, shading deeper at edge of petals, mottled rose and white throat. Each 55c, dozen $3.50.

Estella. Giant flower of deep rose pink. This is one of the largest in cultivation. Each 15c, dozen $1.50, 100 $11.25.

Esta. Tall, clear white with faint blush overlay, ideal for market cuttings, each 35c, dozen $3.50, 100 $26.25.

Exquisite. Self-colored American Beauty, each 75c, dozen $7.50.

Fair Columbian. A giant, with large lilac pink blooms, strong and massive grower, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

Fairest White. Purest white, with soft pink dot in throat. Edges of petals have a laced appearance. A wonderfully beautiful variety. Each 50c, dozen $5.00.

Fairfield. Tall, vigorous, dark maroon. Each 35c, dozen $3.50.

Fayette. Giant salmon-rose, each 20c, dozen $2.00.

Fire Rieben. Glowing fire-red, tall, shows color to the extreme tip when first flower opens. Extra fine florist's sort. Great improvement on Brenchleyensis. Each 25c, dozen $2.50, 100 $18.75.

Fire Glow. Orange vermilion, same shade as canna King Humbert. Each 50c, dozen $5.00.

Flaming Vale. A giant in deep cardinal red, each 50c, dozen $5.00.

Floral Treasure. Darker pink than America. Each 25c, dozen $2.50.

Great. Bright salmon, flaked red, white blotch. Each 15c, dozen $1.50.

Gay Boy. Small flowers of bright rose, flaked and striped darker, striking and beautiful. Each 30c, dozen $3.00.

Giant Fawn. Large, deep fawn yellow, beautiful, each 50c, dozen $5.00.

Giant Salmon. Tall bright salmon, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

Giant White. Extra large, very heavy grower. Pure white with faint throat markings. Extra good. Each 15c, dozen $1.50, 100 $11.25.

Glenrose. Extra fine deep garnet red, each 15c, dozen $1.50.


Gov. Hanley. Rich cardinal, extra cut flower, each 15c, dozen $1.50, 100 $11.25.

Grandeur. Giant, deep vermilion-pink, each 30c, dozen $3.00, 100 $22.50.

Herndon. Fine flesh white, deeper throat, each 15c, doz. $1.50.

Helga. Salmon-rose, tints of cream and deeper rose on white ground, each 25c, doz. $2.50, 100 $18.75.

Hilo. Orange-vermilion, flaked deeper shade, white throat, each 20c, dozen $2.00.

Hoosier. Salmon-rose, blotched violet, very handsome, each 75c, dozen $7.50.

Iva Van. Flaming orange-pink, awards at Cleveland and London, each 10c, dozen $1.

I'Ex. Bright rose-red, tall and fine, each 25c, dozen $2.50, 100 $18.70.

Ilium. Brilliant red, extra early long spike, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

Indiana. Salmon-rose, good, each 25c, dozen $2.50.
PLAIN PETALED GLADIOLI--Continued

JULIA. Vermillion-red, throat shaded deeper, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

KILIMA. Blush, on salmon ground, tall, fine cutter, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

LACREAM. Cream, overlaid delicate blush, each 25c, dozen $3.50.

LARGE BUFF. Apricot buff, with rose penciling, each 10c, dozen $1.00.

LAVENDER AMERICA. Similar to America, but with a strong lavender tint, a very striking shade, fine for cutting, each 50c, dozen $5.00, 100 $37.50.

LILAC UNIQUE. Large flowers, deep lilac, each 75c, dozen $7.50.

LILY BLOTCH. Showy salmon-red, conspicuous blotch, each 20c, dozen $2.00.

LILY WHITE. Fine pure white, extra for forcing, early, good size, good grower, ideal florist’s sort, each 25c, dozen $2.50, 100 $18.75.

LITTLE DAISY. Good spike, apple-blossom pink, each 20c, dozen $2.00.

LOELLA. Old rose, flanked and striped smoky blue, striking combination and very unusual, each 35c, dozen $3.50.

LUSTRE. Tall dark vermilion-crimson. One of the finest reds, far better than War. Each 25c, dozen $2.50, 100 $18.75.

MALVERN. Tall, deep lavender-rose, pansy throat, each 20c, dozen $2.00, 100 $15.00.

MAGENTA. A giant plant and flower, like American Beauty rose, each 35c, dozen $3.50, 100 $26.25.

MRS. GEO. W. MOULTON. Giant violet-red, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

MARY BARRED. White ground, stippled and striped bright rose. A fine cut flower in every way, each 25c, dozen $2.50, 100 $18.75.

MARY FENNELL. Deep lilac with primrose throat, extra, each 20c, dozen $2.00.

MARY PICKFORD. Delicate creamy white, XX for cutting, the earliest white, good for forcing, each 35c, dozen $3.50, 100 $26.25.

MESSENER. Mahogany brown-red, extra fine, each 20c, dozen $2.00.

MAGIC. Tall spike of lavender, purple throat, each 20c, dozen $2.60.

MENDA. Peach-primrose-vein, shaded deeper, each 35c, dozen $3.50.

MILDA. Pale old rose, dark red throat, each 50c.

MOONEAM. Extra good florist’s white, each 20c, dozen $2.00.

MONON. Tall, rose pink flaked darker, white throat, each 30c, dozen $3.00.

MRS. ARTHUR MEEKER. Exceptionally fine American Beauty color. Improvement on Mrs. Watt, each 50c, dozen $5.00.

MRS. DR. NORTON. Finest cream on pink. The sensation of the shows for the past three seasons, each 50c, dozen $5.00, 100 $37.50.

MRS. FRANK PENDLETON, Jr. Bright rose on white ground, throat of rich carmine red, each 15c, dozen $1.50, 100 $9.00.

MRS. W. E. FRYER. Showy orange-scarlet, fine bedder, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

MYRTLE. Tender rose pink with white throat, extra, each 20c, dozen $2.00.

MYSTIC. Similar to Gaiety, larger, deeper color, each 15c, dozen $1.50, 100 $11.25.

NEOGA. Dark Garnet, half ruffled, dark foliage. One of the most striking dark shades, each 15c, dozen $1.50, 100 $11.75.

NORTH POLE. Creamy throated white, tall, each 35c, dozen $3.50.

NOXALL. Massive pure white, with dainty pink throat, each 40c, dozen $4.00.

OCILLA. Extra large white with rose red throat, each 20c, dozen $2.00.

OLD SMOKE. Smoky blue with wine red throat, unusual, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

ORADELL. Light salmon, shaded deeper throat, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

OROFINO. Dainty shade of old rose, with deeper throat, each 35c, dozen $3.50.

PARAMOUNT. Wonderful blending of pink and cream; many consider this an improved Mrs. Dr. Norton, each $5.00.

PAR EXCEL. Deep salmon-pink, with maroon throat, striking, each 20c, dozen $2.00, 100 $15.00.

PEACH ROSE. Distinct rose pink with velvet sheen, each 75c, dozen $7.50.

PELLA. Extra early rose pink, each 15c, dozen $1.50, 100 $11.25.

PINK PANSY. Not pink, but a strong lavender purple, sharply marked with pure white ground, each 50c, dozen $5.00.

PRIMROSE BEAUTY. Tall, strong, primrose yellow, each 20c, dozen $2.00, 100 $15.00.

PRINCESS OF ORANGE. Bright vermilion-red, with white bars in throat, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

PURPLE SPOT. Large violet red with conspicuous dark blotch, early and fine. Each 35c, dozen $3.50.

PYTHIA. A gigantic, massive red, extra, each $1.00.

RACINE. Very dark red, white throat, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

RAJAH. A very choice well known red, each $1.00.

RED AMARYLLIS. Brilliant blood red, amaryllis like spike. A most showy variety in every way. Each 15c, dozen $1.50, 100 $11.25.

RED CIGAR. Brilliant self colored red, rarely opens fully, resembles a firey cigar. Each 25c, dozen $2.50.

RED DIAMOND. Large, deep orange red, very long spike of well placed flowers. A favorite with visitors. Each 50c, dozen $5.00.
PLAIN PETALED GLADIOLI--Continued

Red Knight. Immense pure ox-blood red, each 35c, dozen $3.50.

Red Wing. Fine red, medium size long spike, each 10c, dozen $1.00.

Robert J. KUNDER. Very large, brilliant deep vermilion. A wonderful flower. The best red to date, each $2.00.

Romance. Large orange salmon, overlaid rose, red and yellow throat, petals bordered wine blue, striking, each 75c, dozen $7.50.

1910 Rose. Very large flower. Purest rose pink without a touch of purple. One of the best florist's pinks, each 20c, dozen $2.00, 100 $15.00.

Red Cloud. Bright red, with white bars, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

Rose Bud. Strong, true and vigorous. Light pink, extra, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

Rosy Glow. Massive flower of rose pink overlaid white, silvery sheen. One of the best, each 35c, dozen $3.50.

Scarlet Princess. Six or more Princesses like flowers open at once. A massive and beautiful sort, each 35c, dozen $3.50, 100 $25.25.

Sentinel. Tall and strong, pure rose pink, white penciled throat, each 15c, dozen $1.50, 100 $11.25.

Silver Lace. Softest blush, tinted white, very delicate and beautiful, each 35c, dozen $3.50.

Snow Boy. Large flower of finest white, with bright red throat blotch. Conspicuous and fine. Extra. Each 25c, dozen $2.50.

Snowflake. Large blooms of clear white, tall, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

Summer. Orange-vermilion, with clear yellow throat, each 50c.

Summer Beauty. Very fine cut flower sort, long spike of clean salmon pink. Good grower and shipper, each 15c, dozen $1.50, 100 $11.25.

Surprise. Small flower, upright as a tube rose, yellow bordered bright pink. Fine for making up, each 20c, dozen $2.00.

Theresa. Fine pink, blushed white, each 20c, dozen $2.00.

Ulysses. Rose-pink, flaked and mottled smoky blue. A fine variegated variety, large, each 25c, dozen $3.50, 100 $25.25.

Unadilla. Tall, rich glowing dark red, extra, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

Unique. Very tall, large, salmon pink, with dark throat. Distinct and attractive, each 30c, dozen $3.00, 100 $26.25.

VENETIA. Immense old rose red, bordered deeper, each 35c, dozen $3.50.

Vernon. Deep rose red, flaked blue, white throat, bordered bright red, showy and distinct, each 30c, dozen $3.00.

Villa. Very dark velvety red, flaked almost black. Velvety sheen. Extra fine dark variety, each 20c, dozen $2.00.

Vinton. Deep salmon, red blotch bordered yellow, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

Walhalla. Blush white, edged softest pink, creamy throat. One of the finest white sorts, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

Wetona. A giant black variety, each 50c, dozen $5.00.


White Pendleton. Very large well rounded white, with sharply cut bright rose throat. Cleaner cut and neater than Pendleton, each 75c, dozen $7.50.

Willis E. Fryer. Immense flower of deepest violet. Strong grower, fine, each 75c, dozen $7.50.

Winedrop. Large wine red, with black throat, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

Winnetka. White with bright throat colors, extra, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

Yellow Gem. Tall, strong yellow, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

Zulema. White, overlaid blush, each 50c.

General List of Large Flowering Sorts

America. The well known lavender pink, each 8c, dozen 75c, 100 $3.50.

Baron Hulot. The best known of the blue sorts, each 15c, dozen $1.50, 100 $10.00.

Butterfly. Tango orange, breaking to throat of brilliant crimson, bordered yellow. Each 15c, dozen $1.50.

Catharina. Long spikes of blue-gray, flowers marked with brownish red. The best light blue, each 60c, dozen $6.00.

Christine Margaret Kelway. Large, early, white, overlaid pink, yellow throat shading to deep pink, each 15c, dozen $1.25.

Conspicua. Light blue, with sharp yellow spot. Deep blue rim edging all petals. Sharp and distinct blue, each 20c, dozen $2.00, 100 $13.00.

Empress of India. True Gandavensis type, dark brown-red. Extra good, each 10c, dozen $1.00, 100 $5.00.

Europa. Purest white, large flowers, each 20c, dozen $2.00, 100 $12.00.

Evelyn Kirtland. Rose pink, with daring flame blotch in throat. A favorite with all, each 15c, dozen $1.50, 100 $10.00.

Glory of Holland. Strong growing white, each 8c, dozen 75c, 100 $4.50.
GLADIOLI, GENERAL LIST---Continued

GLORY OF NOORDWYK. Soft primrose, with deeper yellow throat, often showing ten flowers at once, each 50c, doz. $5.00.

GOLDEN WEST. Orange red, with white tips, each 10c, dozen 75c.

GOLIATH. Dark wine-red, darkest of this color. Large flower and strong grower, each 10c, dozen $1.00, 100 $8.00.

GRETHELEN ZANG. Soft pink, deepening to dark salmon lower petals. Extra, each 10c, dozen $1.00, 100 $8.00.

HALLEY. Salmon pink light creamy blotch. One of the earlies of the large flowering sorts. Extra for cutting, each 10c, dozen 75c.

L'IMMACULEE. Pure white. A 100% cutter for florist's use. Slender, stiffly erect, at all times good, each 15c, dozen $1.50, 100 $10.00.

LOVELINESS. Wide open flowers of soft cream color. Long spikes. One of the best. Each 10c, dozen $1.00, 100 $8.00.

MASTER WIEBERTUS. Light rosy-mauve, with sharp white throat. Good spike. Fine with yellows, each 10, dozen $1.00.

MASTER WEITSE. Dark maroon, overlaid violet. Tall and strong, each 10c, dozen $1.00, 100 $6.00.

Mr. Mark. Light blue with dark blue spot, each 30c, dozen $3.00.

Mrs. FRANCIS KING. Flame salmon mottled with darker shades of same color. Flower and spike large and heavy. Should be staked. Each 8c, dozen 75c, 100 $4.

MRS. WATT. American Beauty solid self color. Fine when cut with yellow or white. Strong grower. Each 10c, dozen $1.00, 100 $8.00.

Muriel. Orchid blue with purple marks. One of the finest blues. Each 75c, doz. $7.50.

NORMA DEE CHILDS. White, penciled soft pink, with yellow throat. An exquisite color combination. Each 10c, dozen $1.50, 100 $10.00.

NIAGARA. Large flowers of creamy, passing to canary yellow. In dark, wet weather this sometimes shows red stripes. Each 10c, dozen $1.00, 100 $7.00.

PANAMA. Rich pure pink, very large. Each 10c, dozen $1.00, 100 $5.00.

PEACE. White with faint lilac marks. Very heavy and large. Each 10c, dozen $1.00, 100 $4.00.

PINK PERFECTION. Delicate apple-blossom pink. Extra. Each 10c, dozen $1.00, 100 $6.00.

PRIDE OF HILLEGOM. Brilliant crimson, distinct, fine, each 25c, dozen $2.50.

PRINCESS. Dazzling scarlet with white throat, each 8c, dozen 75c, 100 $5.00.

REV. EUBANK. Porcelain blue with red throat marks, each 50c, dozen $5.00.

ROUGE TORCH. Clear white with flame torch in throat, each 10c, dozen $1.00, 100 $5.

ROSELLA. Light rose, white throat, large, each 10c, dozen $1.00.

SCARSDALE. Lavender-pink, shading to dark rose, each 15c, dozen $1.25.

SCHWABEN. Clear sulphur with wine spot. Each 10c, dozen $1.00, 100 $5.00.

SULPHUR KING. Deep sulphur yellow. Strongest yellow shade. Each 20c, doz. $2.

WAR. Deep blood red, large, each 10c, dozen $1.00, 100 $6.00.

WILLY WIGMAN. Soft pink with blood blotch, each 10c, dozen 75c, 100 $5.00.

WHITE GIANT. Very large, purest white. One of the very best whites in cultivation. Each 30c, dozen $3.00.

WILERINCK. A light pink sport from Halley. Very early, long spike. Each 10c, dozen $1.00, 100 $8.00.

YELLOW HAMMER. Pure yellow, strong, each 10, dozen $1.00, 100 $5.00.

MARSHALL FOCH. The largest light pink gladiolus, sometimes reaching seven inches in the eastern states. Each 75c, dozen $7.50.

CRIMSON GLOW. Large, brilliant crimson, considered by many the finest red gladiolus. Each 30c, dozen $3.00.

ROEM VON KEMMERLAND. Giant blooms of watermelon pink, each 15c, dozen $1.50, 100 $12.00.

ILLUMINATOR. A new Holland origination. Large vermilion-red. Each 25c, dozen $2.50.

QUARTINIANUS HYBRID GLADIOLI

These are very tall, late blooming sorts, with just the shades of red that combine best with the fall colors. All are easy growers, increase rapidly, and are fine for late cutting.

AUTUMN. Brilliant scarlet, spikes 18 inches long. Each $2.00.

DELPHI. Tall, dark red, yellow throat, long spike. Each 25c.

DUNLAPS. Rosy red, yellow spots. Each 50c.

ARCADIA. Orange red. Each 50c.

STORM KING. The most brilliant orange. Each 50c.

ARCOLA. Dull rosy red, yellow throat. Each 50c.

One each of the above varieties, $2.50.
PRIMULUS HYBRID GLADIOLI

ALL KUNDERDI.

In this section will be found varieties distinguished for the varied and beautiful tints of pink combined with yellow, orange, and saffron. In obtaining these new varieties, the originators crossed the old yellow Primulinus or Maid-of-the-Mist with many of the existing strains. Some of the varieties have ruffled petals, some are plain-petaled, and some have intermediate markings. It has been well said that "these new introductions will, for a long time to come, rank as the greatest achievements in Gladiolus culture."

ELBERTON. Tall cream yellow. Each 15c, dozen $1.50, 100 $11.25.

ALBIA. Rich, rose-pink, becoming lighter in the throat which carries many fine markings. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

ALBION. Salmon-rose-pink, with dainty throat; extra-large blooms. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

ALETHEA. Pure, deep canary-yellow, lower petals shaded deeper, with light golden throat-lines. A very beautiful variety. Each 10c, per dozen $1.00.

ALICE TIPPLAY. A variety obtained by crossing the Primulinus with Kunderdi Yellow. Color a beautiful orange-saffron-yellow; blooms quite large. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50, per 100 $18.75.

ALTAIR. A fine shade of salmon-saffron; extra-long spikes. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

ARDEN. Ruffled. A large, well-opened flower of a pronounced shade of watermelon-red. Each 35c, per dozen $3.50.

ARCO. Delicate rose-pink; a grand variety borne on long spikes. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50, per 100 $20.

ARLON. A wide-petaled, light salmon-colored bloom; throat red with deeper central lines. Each 25c, per dozen $3.50.

ANDORA. Orange-salmon, with a beautifully marked golden throat; extra-large blooms on long spikes. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

ANGOLA. Salmon-pink. Each 15c, per dozen $1.50.

ANITA. Rich, canary-yellow, with deeper shades of yellow and orange in the throat. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

ASTRA. Pale sulphur-yellow; blooms delicate and slightly ruffled. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

BOBOLINK. Orange, tinted yellow, with the entire lower petals deep daffodil-yellow. A wonderfully beautiful variety. Each 75c, per dozen $7.50.

BOUQUET. Light yellow, with lower petals deeper and beautifully penciled with pink; ruffled. Each 30c, per dozen $2.00.

BUTTERFLY. Pale salmon-yellow, ruffled flowers. Obtained by crossing Kunderdi Glory. Each 15c, per dozen $1.50, per 100 $11.20.

CANOPUS. Rich, solid yellow, with a much deeper shade of yellow in the throat. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

CAPELIA. Bright fiery orange-red; very large and choice. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

CASSANDRA. Soft, salmon-buff, growing much deeper on the outer border. Each 25c, per dozen $2.00.

CLO. Orange, with deep yellow throat which is traced and veined with deep orange. Each 30c, per dozen $3.00.

CUTIE. Rich yellow blooms, oddly notched or crimpled. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.


DORIS. Creamy white, with deep canary-colored throat. Each 30c, per dozen $3.00.

EDA. Deep salmon-buff overspread with salmon-red. Each 50c, per dozen $5.00.

EDEN. Light salmon or flesh-pink shading deeper at the border of the petals; lower petals white blush at the edge, throat canary-yellow. Each 35c, per dozen $3.50.

ELEGANT BEAUTY. Varying shades of salmon; blooms slightly ruffled. Each $1.00, per dozen $10.

ENON. Deep cream-yellow; extra-large blooms. Each 35c, per dozen $3.50.

FAUN. Bronzy pink on soft yellow ground; a distinct and beautiful sort. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50, per 100 $20.00.

FIREFLY. Deep scarlet; a pure rich self-color. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50, per 100 $18.75.

GLORIANA. Deep old-rose, tinted with violet. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50, per 100 $20.

GLADNESS. Lavender-rose with deeper shade on the outside and throat penciled with yellow. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

GOLD DROP. Pure deep yellow, with red line on petals; an extra large ruffled variety. Each $1.00, per dozen $10.00.

GOLDEN BUTTERFLY. Canary-yellow color with lower petals deeper yellow and daintily blushed on outside of upper petals. Each 50c, per dozen $5.00.

GOLDFINCH. Ruffled. Soft canary-yellow; large flowers on tall spikes. Each 35c, per dozen $3.50.

GOLDEN GATE. A finely ruffled variety, tall and vigorous. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50, 100 $18.75.

IGOLA. Deep yellow; many medium-sized blooms open at one time. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.
GLADIOLI—Continued

LINTON. Salmon-rose, with borders of petals deeper in shade; lower petals golden, veined with rose. Blooms quite large and deeply ruffled. Each 35c, per dozen $3.50.

MIDSUMMER DREAM. Geranium-red, extra-large, showy blooms. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

MYRA. Deep salmon over yellow ground; yellow throat with pink lines. A new and giant-flowered variety. Each 50c, per dozen $5.00, per 100 $37.50.

NIGHTINGALE. Soft rose-pink, throat creamy white, delicately shaded with pink. Each 35c, per dozen $3.50.

Nopal. Soft salmon-pink rose; very delicate. Each 35c, per dozen $3.50.

NORTH STAR. Rich deep yellow, with throat shading deeper at the base. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

NOVA. Soft canary-yellow, with shadings of blush; ruffled. Each 50c, per dozen $5.

NYDIA. Bright salmon-rose flowers; small but graceful and dainty. Each 30c, per dozen $3.00.

PLANET. Ruffled. Yellow, with lower petals marked with deep yellow lines. Each 50c, per dozen $5.00.

PRIM. Deep yellow. Plants are taller and much stronger in growth than the species Primulinus, while the blooms are considerably larger. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

PRIMULINUS SPECIES. Not a variety, but rather a species which is a native of South Africa. In color it is pure yellow. Each 10c, per dozen $2.00.

PRIMULINELLAS. A shade of yellow as delicate as that found in an orchid; ruffled. Each 75c, per dozen $7.50.

RAMONA. Dainty yellow, with deep golden yellow throat; beautifully ruffled. Each 50c, per dozen $5.00.

RIGEL. Soft salmon-blush on delicate yellow ground; tall grower. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

ROANOKE. Large, rich yellow blooms obtained by crossing with Kunderdi Glory. Each 20c, per dozen $2, per 100 $15.00.

RODANO. Soft sulphur-yellow; on some blooms the petals are penciled pink. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

ROSALIA. Yellow with blushes of orange, lower petals golden yellow; ruffled. Each $1, per dozen $10.

REGULUS. Rich orange-salmon, marked with delicate shades of yellow; extra-large blooms on tall spikes. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

SALMON BEAUTY. Deep salmon with salmon-yellow throat; an extra-large flower. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50, per 100 $18.75.


SENeca. The faintest shade of wine-pink on a delicate yellow ground; a distinct and almost transparent color. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

SHELL-PINK. Rose-pink, with slightly mottled white throat. Each $1, per dozen $10.00.

SILVIS. Deep salmon-red with finely marked throat. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

SIrRiUS. Dark salmon-colored petals, with deeper shades in the throat; finely ruffled. Each 15c, per dozen $1.50.

SONIA. Bright red, an unusual shade among the Primulinus Hybrids. Each 50c, per dozen $5.00.

SPICA. Rich shades of yellow; finely ruffled blooms. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

SVEA. Salmon-pink, with lower petals canary-yellow, blended pink at the border. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

SWEET ORA. Fine pale sulphur, with rich pink lines in the throat; tall grower. Each 15c, per dozen $1.50.

THOTH. White, with deep canary-yellow throat. Each 75c, per dozen $7.50.

TOPAZ. Salmon-pink and buff—an unusual combination. Each 30c, per dozen $3.00.

TUPelo. Deep canary-yellow with fine throat-lines; extra-fine blooms on tall spikes. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

TWINKLES. Salmon-rose, with throat marked with a lighter shade of the same color and flushed over a buff ground. Each 50c, per dozen $5.00.

ULRICA. Similar to Elegant Beauty, but a little lighter in color. Each 35c, per dozen $3.50, per 100 $25.00.

UTOPIA. Light orange-salmon, with a beautiful yellow throat. Each 35c, per dozen $3.50.

VEGA. A fine all-yellow variety, similar to Canopus; the blooms are not quite so large, but more are open at one time. Each 30c, per dozen $3.00.

YEOMAN. Pure salmon-pink; finely ruffled blooms. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

ZENOBIA. Showy orange-red, with lower petals a lighter shade; orange-red throat. A desirable Primulinus hybrid for cutting. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.
MIXTURE No. 1.
Finest Ruffled Sorts in mixture—an extra quality. Sorts here that are sold as high as 50c each, per dozen $1.25, per 100 $9.00.

MIXTURE No. 2.
Finest Plain Petal Varieties—colors well balanced. Many varieties in this are selling at 25 to 35c each, per dozen $1.00, per 100 $7.

MIXTURE No. 3.
All Colors—Large flowering mixed; a very good garden mixture. Per dozen 60c, per 100 $3.50.

MIXTURE No. 4.
Finest Primulinus in mixture—Selected named sorts in best varieties. Per dozen $1.00, per 100 $7.00.

MIXTURE No. 5.
Primulinus—General mixture; a good garden selection. Per dozen 60c, per 100 $3.50.

MIXTURE No. 6.
All Types—All colors; picked up in the field after digging and from the cellar after cleaning. Many fine things in this. Dozen 75c, 100 $4.00.

SELECTIONS FROM AMERICAN INTRODUCTIONS

Some selections from the originations of the Richard Diener Co., of Kentfield, Calif. These were selected after inspection of a block of about seventy Diener varieties, and are good representatives of these crosses. They are advertised as, “The largest and finest gladioli in the world.” (See Diener catalogue, 1920 edition). Descriptions are from the same catalogue.

Diener’s American Beauty. Brilliant American Beauty color, with creamy yellow throat. One spike, opening a large number of flowers at one time, forms an immense bouquet of beauty. The blending of colors in this variety is remarkably attractive. Each $1, per dozen $10.

Anna Eberius. Dark velvety purple, throat deeper shade. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

Captain Asher Carter Baker. Rich, velvety red, with darker center. This was awarded the silver medal at the Panama-Pacific Exposition in 1915 for the best of all the red Gladioli shown. Each 10c, per dozen $1.

Caroline Fears Burk. Pure white, with brilliant red throat. A very striking variety. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

D. J. Whitney. Salmon flesh, with two striped and spotted yellow and red underpetals; opens in a full cluster at the apex of the stem, giving the appearance of a canna. Earliest of all; good for forcing. Each $1.50, per dozen $12.


Elizabeth Gerberding. Shell-pink, with speckled center of ruby and yellow; heavily ruffled. Spikes large and full. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

Helen Todd. Light rose-pink with deeper deep scarlet center. Each 15c, per dozen $1.50.

Jonathan Webb. Light scarlet, finely painted white, with maroon-mottled center; very showy variety; makes very elegant lily-like spikes with wide-open flowers. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

David Starr Jordan. Immense, flame-colored blooms, with lighter speckled throat; very open. Like an immense amaryllis, with fine, wry, upright stems. Each 50c, per dozen $5.

Mary Roberts Rinehart. Cream-yellow with canary-yellow center. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

President C. C. Moore. Salmon-pink, darker throat, steel-blue mottled and striped. Nice, long, wry spikes with flowers well placed. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

San Anselmo. Pure white, slightly striped with ruby-pink. Immense blooms; free-flowering; fine for cut-flowers. Flowers 6 inches in diameter. Each 50c, per dozen $5.

Thomas T. Kent. Rose-pink with ruby running through center of each petal; very vigorous in growth. This is one of our largest varieties and one of the heaviest propagators. Each 50c, per dozen $5.

You will remember me as one of the firm of “The Perkins-King Co.” We sent you a small order last winter, and it was so satisfactory that we want to send a larger one later on.

L. A. Perkins,
Cleveland, Ohio.

I want to compliment you on the show of Gladioli at your place. This is the finest collection I have seen or hope to see in the future. Quote on the enclosed list.

Albert D. Taylor,
Landscape Architect and Town Planner,
Cleveland, Ohio.

I was well pleased with the seeds received this spring. The perennials germinated exceedingly well.

GEO. H. Froelich,
Barrington, Ills.

The Phloxes you sent me were certainly fine plants.

Miss Ethel Frye,
Seneca Falls, N. Y.

I wish to thank you for the nice bulbs you sent me, which were extra fine.

Edgar W. Darling, Grower,
New Bedford, Mass.
DAHLIAS

For several years I have been growing Dahlias, selecting from more than a thousand different varieties the kinds that are best adapted for general garden culture. My experiments have proved that many varieties, especially the lighter colored Cactus and Decorative Dahlias, are distinct failures in the northern and middle states and more than 250 or 300 miles from the Atlantic seaboard. The varieties in this list are "survivals of the fittest," and will be found to do well wherever Dahlias can be grown at all. Those who have "no luck with Dahlias" will do well to try them. The fields have been carefully rogued, discarding all sorts having yellow centers and other undesirable traits.

At the prices here quoted, the tubers will be sent by mail or express, charges prepaid.

CACTUS DAHLIAS

In form the blooms of the Cactus Dahlias strongly resemble chrysanthemums. The petals are long, narrow, incurved, and frequently twisted, a combination which gives the blooms a graceful appearance. Cactus Dahlias are generally better than the Show Dahlias, and the varieties here offered are the best bloomers and the most desirable in the respective colors.

AURORA. Pink, tinted with white and overlaid with yellow; early and extremely free-blooming. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

COUNTESS OF LORDS. Deep salmon-pink marked with amber. A dependable variety, early and free-blooming. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

CREPUSCLE. Pale orange, with delicate shades of fawn. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

FLORADORA. Dark red, extremely brilliant; a free-blooming variety. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

GEN. BULLER. Deep red, petals tipped with white. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

GOLDEN GATE. Deep golden yellow with distinct shades of fawn; large blooms on long, heavy stems. Each 30c, per dozen $3.00.

HARBOR LIGHT. Bright orange-red. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

KALIF. Gigantic pure scarlet flowers, which frequently measure 9 inches in diameter. Blooms are held erect on long, strong stems, which makes the variety desirable for cutting. Each 75c, per dozen $7.50.

KRIEMHILDE. Outer petals delicate pink which gradually shades to a pure white center. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

MARGUERITE BOUCHON. Brilliant shade of soft rose, with large white centers and well-defined white tips. Each 50c, per dozen $5.00.

MRS. H. J. JONES. Bright scarlet, with ends of the petals marked white. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

REINE CAVEUX. A brilliant shade of geranium-red; medium-sized blooms. Each 50c, per dozen $5.

YVONNE CAVEUX. Pure white; extra-large blooms. Each 30c, per dozen $3.00.

DECORATIVE DAHLIAS

The blooms of the Decorative Dahlias generally are larger than those of the other classes, while in form they vary between the Show and Cactus types. Some varieties show flat petals and others are red-ringed, incurved, and curiously twisted. Blooms are borne on long, stiff stems, which make them of more than ordinary value for cutting.

AMERICAN BEAUTY. Wine-crimson; blooms considerably above the average in size. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

BERG VON HEEMSTEDE. Gigantic pure yellow flowers on long stems. Each 30c, per dozen $3.00.

CATHERINE DIER. Bright crimson-scarlet. Each 50c, per dozen $2.00.

CLIFFORD W. BAYTON. Bright yellow; one of the most reliable bloomers in the Decorative class. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

DELICE. Brilliant pink; possibly the brightest of this color in the whole Dahlia list; flowers are of good size and borne on long stems. Each 35c, per dozen $3.50.

HORTulanus Fietz. A new variety from Holland. Salmon blending to yellow at the center. Each 50c, per dozen $5.00.

JACK ROSE. A brilliant crimson-red, similar in color to the rose of the same name; free-blooming and one of the best varieties for cutting. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

JEANNE CHARMET. A delicate shade of lilac-pink, shading to pure white toward the center, with a tinge of light yellow on the margins of the petals. Each 50c, per dozen $5.

MINA BURGUE. Glowing scarlet, rather dark in a general aspect, a color that makes the blooms particularly brilliant in garden decorations and for cutting. Each 30c, per dozen $3.00.

MAID OF KENT. Cherry-red tipped with white. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

MRS. WINTERS. Pure snowy white. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

OBAN. Rosy lavender, shading to mauve. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

PAPA CHARMET. Deep coral-red, overlaid with dark shade of maroon. Each 35c, per dozen $3.50.

PRINCESS JULIANA. One of the earliest pure white varieties, but continues to bloom for a long season; flowers are quite large and borne well above the foliage, on stiff wiry stems. Each 30c, per dozen $3.00.

SOUV. DE GUSTAVE DOUZAN. A glowing shade of orange-red. Possibly the largest Dahlia in existence, blooms frequently measuring 9 inches or more in diameter, and under exceptional conditions will measure 12 inches or more. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

SYLVA. Mauve-pink, which shades to white in the center. Each 35c, per dozen $3.50.

WILLIAM AGNEW. Brilliant shade to white in the center. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

YELLOW COLOMSE. A distinct shade of canary-yellow; flowers immense. Each 35c, per dozen $3.50.
SHOW DAHLIAS

Unless noted, each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

The blooms of this class are globular in form, densely double with incurved or quilled petals. They may have one solid color, or may show two colors, the outer petals being darker than the ground color.

Acquisition. Deep lilac; early, and free-blooming.

A. D. Livoni. Soft pink; flowers perfect round, like a ball, with each petal tightly quilled.

ARABELLA. Ground-color sulphur - yellow with tips and shadings of old rose and lavender.

CUBAN GIANT. Bright maroon blooms are ball-shaped and produced in abundance. Each 30, per dozen $3.

DREER’S WHITE. Pure glistening white and considered by many the most valuable clear white variety; plants are strong growers and are most effective when used in masses or as garden hedges.

FRANK SMITH. A dark maroon, shading to black, with pointed petals tipped with white, shading into carmine; an old and popular variety.

GLADIATOR. Clear violet, shaded blue. One of the best of this color.

LUCY FAWCETT. Pale yellow, striped with magenta. Each 35c, per dozen $3.50.

MAUD ADAMS. A new snow-white variety, with delicate shadings of clear pink.

METEOR. Bright red; exceptionally brilliant and one of the finest red Show Dahlias.

MRS. FARNCOMBE SAUNDERS. Pale yellow tipped with white.

MURIEL. Deep orange-yellow blooms on stems of unusual length.

NORMA. Bright orange; flowers large; perfectly quilled.

PEARL. Lavender-pink tinted with lighter shades.

RED HUSSEY. Cardinal-red; long stems and desirable for cuttin.

SUSAN. Soft blush-pink; a favorite for the cut-flower trade.

STORM KING. Pure white, possibly the most reliable white Show variety; the earliest of all to bloom, with flowers on long stems.

I take great pleasure in placing another order for Dahlias and Gladioli, because my order last year assures me of success this year.

I. N. JQUAITH,
Sherburne, N. Y.

PEONY-FLOWERED DAHLIAS

The blooms of this class are large and produced in great abundance; the stems are long and strong, carrying the blooms well above the foliage. Peony-flowered Dahlias are excellent for cutting as well as for garden decorations.

AVALANCHE. Pure white; extra large and fine. Each 75c, per dozen $7.50.

BERTHA VON SUTTNER. Salmon-pink, suffused with yellow; good-sized flowers produced early and carrying blooms for a considerable period of time. Each 30c, per dozen $3.00.

CAECILIA. When the blooms first open they are pronounced shade of lemon-yellow, but as they grow older, or as the season advances, they may change to creamy white with yellow centers. Each 50c, per dozen $5.

CHATENAY. Soft carmine-rose, shaded with crimson. Each 30c, per dozen $3.00.

DUKE HENRY. Brilliant crimson; blooms large and produced freely. Each 30c, per dozen $3.00.

GEISHA. An effective combination of scarlet and gold, with the petals peculiarly twisted and curled. Each 50c, per dozen $5.00.

GLORY OF BAAHN. Soft lavender-pink, changing to rose. Each 30c, per dozen $3.00.

HAMPTON COURT. Mauve-pink, quite pronounced in brilliancy. Each 30c, per dozen $3.00.

HORTULANUS BUDE. Rich rosy scarlet; a free-blooming variety with blooms of unusual size. Each 30c, per dozen $3.00.

QUEEN EMMA. Rose-pink, suffused with yellow. Each 30c, per dozen $3.00.

QUEEN WILHELMINA. Pure white; flowers extra large, and numbered among the best white sorts. Each 30c, per dozen $3.00.

SINGLE DAHLIAS

In form the blooms much resemble the common cosmos, but are considerably larger. For a mass of cut-flowers they are fully as effective as any other class of Dahlias.

BLANCHE. Pale yellow at the base, faintly tipped with pink on a white ground, making an exceedingly delicate shade. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

PINK CENTURY. Clear rose-pink; blooms nearly as large as the preceding variety. Each 30c, per dozen $3.00.

SCARLET CENTURY. Bright scarlet. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

TWENTIETH CENTURY. Pure white at both base and tips of the petals, but with the center shading to a delicate blush-rose; blooms large, often 7 inches in diameter. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

WHITE CENTURY. Pure white. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

The bulbs have arrived, and are the finest in the store.

A. C. KENDELL,
Cleveland, Ohio.

POM POM DAHLIAS

Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

Low-growing plants, with dainty small double flowers. Because of their free-blooming character the plants are desirable for bedding purposes.

ALEWINE. Pink tinted with lavender. Each 20c.

AMBER QUEEN. Clear amber, shaded apricot.

GUIDING STAR. Pure white.

LITTLE BEAUTY. Delicate shade of shrimp-pink, beautifully quilled petals. Each 20c.

PURE LOVE. Lilac.

SALMONIA. Pure salmon-rose; plants quite dwarf and zne for borders.

SUNBEAM. Bright scarlet.

All prices here quoted one dozen bulbs or less will be sent by parcel post, prepaid. When quoted by the hundred or the thousand, bulbs will be sent by express collect.
The plants were received in splendid condition, all very very fine, especially the Irises.

ROBERT PEET,

Hudson, N. Y.

I bought some Gladioli from you last spring; and I want to tell you that I have never seen such wonderful blooms, immense size and superb colors.

MRS. FRANCIS J. HALL,

Bowmansdale, Penna.

I have tried Sweet Peas from other growers and you are most satisfactory of all.

ROBERT CLARK,

Dillon, Mont.

Mr. Ulsh, of Wabash, has been growing some fine aster, Queen of the Market, which he advises us he procured from you. Please quote.

MARION FLORAL CO.,

Marion, Ind.

You made us your friends last year, the way you filled our order.

HENRY H. RITTER,

Madison, N. J.

Stock you sent was far and away the finest I have ever received from any nursery.

JOHN J. BARNES,

Lakewood, Ohio.

Plants for Perennial Gardens

During the past few years the demand for perennials has increased so rapidly that the average grower has not been able to keep up with the demand. The plants are used by the hundreds in every garden, and some varieties find their greatest usefulness in floral establishments where they are worked into formal designs.

In many cases the average hardy garden or border suffers from an unsuitable selection of perennials. The old favorites, like the Aquilegias, Digitalis, the Michaelmas Daisies, or the Hardy Chysanthemeums, deserve a prominent place, but they should not be used to the exclusion of others equally good. Moreover, a careful selection of plants will provide blooms from early spring until winter puts a mantle of white over the garden.

The plants which are offered in this list are field-grown and are wintered outdoors in the extremely cold winter climate which we have along the shores of Lake Erie. During the growing season they are given the best possible cultivation, and without question will succeed in any location to which they may be transplanted.

Not less than six plants of one variety at the dozen price. If one of each of six different varieties is ordered, the single price will be charged.

ACHILLEA (MILFOIL OR YARROW). One of the prettiest plants in the entire perennial list. Splendid for cutting.

PERRY’S WHITE. The finest and largest flowered Achillea. The very double flowers often reach one inch in diameter. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

BOULE DE NEIGE. An improvement on the popular Pearl. In habit this variety is erect instead of spreading, as in Pearl. Makes a much neater appearance. Each 15c, per dozen $1.50.

PTARMICA, THE PEARL. Blossoms all summer. The pure white, double flowers are very useful for cutting. Each 15c, per dozen $2.00.

MILEFOILUM ROSEM (Rosy Milfoil). Finely cut deep green foliage; pink flowers in dense heads, and borne all summer. 18 inches high. Each 15c, per dozen $1.50.

NIVEA GRANDIFLORA. White; double.

AJUGA

REPTANS RUBRA. A useful plant for rockeries or for ground-cover in sun or shade, as under trees where grass will not grow. Large spikes of purplish blue flowers in May. Each 25c, per dozen $2.00.

ALYSSUM

SAXATILE COMPACTUM (Basket of Gold). Indispensable for the border. Produces masses of broad heads of yellow flowers in spring. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

ANTHEMIS (HARDY MARGERITE).

TINCTORIA. A very satisfactory summer-blooming perennial. Daisy-like flowers of clear yellow, July. Each 15c, per dozen $1.50.

TINCTORIA ALBA. Creamy white flowers with yellow center. Each 15c, per dozen $1.50.

ANCHUSA

ITALICA, DROPMORE VARIETY. One of the most important hardy plants of recent introduction. It is remarkably free-flowering, coming into bloom with or very nearly with Delphinium and covers itself with pretty blue flowers about 1 inch in diameter. Rather rank in growth, attaining a height of 5 to 6 feet. We recommend it very highly. Strong field roots. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.

AQUILEGIA (COLUMBINE). The distinct, clear-cut foliage and delicate arrangement of colors in the flowers of Columbine make it a showy and desirable hardy garden plant; especially suitable for rockwork, at the base of foundation walls, and under trees. May, June. All varieties, each 15c, per dozen $1.50.

CANADENSIS. The native Columbine, with bright red and yellow flowers.

CHYSANTH. The Golden Spurred Columbine.

CHYSANTH ALBA. Long-spurred; white.

CAERULEA. The dainty Rocky Mountain Columbine; blue and white.
AQUILEGIA—Cont’d

LONG-SPIRED HYBRIDS. Mrs. SCOTT ELICE’S STRAIN. Large, open flowers of mauve, straw, yellow, rose, shell-pink, lavender, pale blue, purple, etc. Splendid for cutting. We consider this the best strain in cultivation.

ARMERIA (THRIFT). Attractive dwarf plants that will succeed in any soil, forming evergreen tufts of bright green foliage, from which flowers appear in dense heads on stiff, wiry stems about 9 inches high. Very effective in rockery or border. June, July.

MARITIMA SPLENDENS. Bright rosy pink. Each 20c, per dozen $2.
FORMOSA. Flesh to deep rose. Each 20c, per dozen $2.
LAUCHEANA. Bright pink; taller than Formosa. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

ASCLEPIAS (BUTTERFLY WEED). TUBEROSE. Flowers brilliant orange on stems 2 feet high. One of the most gorgeous of American flowers and should be in every collection. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

ARTEMISIA. LACIIFLORA. Grows 4 to 4½ feet tall; dark green, finely cut foliage. In bloom with us from August 15 to October 1, and simply covered with many branched panicles of fragrant white flowers. Fine for cutting with other flowers or for use alone in large vases. The finest perennial plant of recent introduction. Field clumps, each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

ASTERS (MICHAELMAS DAISIES). Among the showiest of our late-flowering hardy plants. Most of them are native of the northern and middle states, and will grow freely anywhere. Price, except where noted, each 20c, per dozen $1.50.

AMELLUS PREZIOSA. Large, spreading heads of rich purple flowers, from late August until frost. 18 inches. Each 30c, per dozen $3.

BEAUTY OF COLWALL. The finest of the Michaelmas Daisies; given award of merit by Royal Horticultural Society. Upright, compact, free branching; literally covered during September with large, semi-double flowers of ageratum blue. 4 feet. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

CLIMAX. A new variety with light lavender-blue flowers, from late August until October. 5 feet. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.
FELTHAM BLUE. The finest blue Aster. Pale sky-blue flowers, with large yellow centers, simply cover the plant. 2½ feet. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.
ST. EGWIN. About the height and as formal in growth as the well-known Fire-plant. Foliage deep green. In September the plant simply is covered with flat, open flowers of dull pink. One of our most useful border perennials. Award of Merit, Royal Horticultural Society, London. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

JAPANESE. DOUBLE. Small white blooms with a brilliant yellow center. As double as Achillea, Boule de Neige. Fine for cutting. Each 30c, per dozen $3.00.

MAUVE CUSHION. Very dwarf; free blooming. Delicate soft mauve. Extra-fine late-blooming border plant. Each 30c, per dozen $3.

NOVAE-ANGLAE. Bright purple; extra-large flowers. 4 feet.

TARTARICA. Purple; a most showy, large bloom. 4 feet.

AMETHYSTINUS. Fine amethyst color. 4 feet.
PERCY’S PINK. Horizontally branched, 2 feet.
ROBERT PARKER. Lavender-blue. 3 feet.
WHITE QUEEN. White. 4 feet.

BOCCONIA. (PLUME POPPY OR TREE CELANDINE).
CORDATA. A noble, hardy perennial, beautiful in foliage and flower. Being rather heavy, it is especially suitable for use with shrubbery in borders, or in bold groups. It thrives anywhere, and attains a height of 6 to 8 feet. Creamy white flowers, in terminal panicles, borne in July and August. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

BOLTONIA (FALSE CHAMOMILE). Large, single, aster-like flowers, in bloom during summer and autumn. Its thousands of flowers open at one time, producing a very showy effect. Useful for cutting or decorations. Field-grown clumps, each 20c, per dozen $2.

ASTEROIDES. Pure white; very effective. 5 to 7 feet.
LATISQUAMA. Pink, slightly tinged lavender. 4 to 6 feet.

BUDDLEIA. VARIABILIS MAGNIFICA. A fine new addition to our summer-flowering shrubs. Blooms in terminal spikes, deep lilac in color, and very fragrant. July to frost. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

CAMPANULA. CARPatica (Carpathian Harebell). A pretty compact species, not exceeding 8 inches high. Flowers clear blue, 1 inch in diameter. July. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

MEDIUM (Canterbury Bells). Blooms in July; height 2 to 3 feet. Three colors, Rose, White or Blue. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

PERSICIFOLIA (Peach Bells). Grows 1½ to 2 feet high. Salver-shaped flowers. Two colors, Blue or White. July, August. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

PYRAMIDALIS (Chimney Bellflower). Very conspicuous; 4 to 5 feet high. Salver-shaped blue flowers borne profusely in September. Two colors, Blue or White. September. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

CASSIA. MARYLANDICA. A bushy plant growing from 3 to 4 feet high. Large panicles of bright yellow flowers in July and August. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

CENTAUREA. ALBA WHITE. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.
MONTANA. Fine border plant, with large cornflower-blue flowers in August and September. 2 feet. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.

CERASTIUM (SNOW-IN-SUMMER).
TOMENTOSUM. Pure white flowers in May and June. 6 inches. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.
CHELONE (SHELL-FLOWER).
Glabra Alba. Terminal heads of white flowers. 3 to 4 feet. Each 20c, per dozen $2.
Lyonii. Heads of purplish rose flowers. 3 feet. Each 30c, per dozen $3.
Pompon Chrysanthemums. These small-flowered "Mums" are very popular, as they are the only perfectly hardy ones we have, and give showers of bloom long after frost in the fall, after most other flowers are gone. Field plants, each 20c, per dozen $2, unless otherwise noted.
Baby Margaret. The small white button Chrysanthemum. Fine for making up; easy to grow outside and always in good condition.
Aetna.- Good sized; beautiful daybreak-pink.
Attila. Light apricot, tinted rose.
Delicatissima. Lower petals pale pink, center deep wine.
Dolores. Light bronzey yellow—a combination of deep red, and yellow; fine incurved.
Fields of Snow. The earliest white in cultivation; opens purest white, turning when old to dull, light red, giving the flower bunches a variegated appearance. Very free blooming.
Crano's Pink. Tall; rather late; large shell-pink.
L'Argentuilais. Medium height, chestnut-brown.
Glory of Seven Oaks. Good-sized, bright yellow flowers; comes into bloom in midsummer and continues till frost. A good flower and the best blooming plant in the entire Chrysanthemum list. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.
Normandie. Medium-sized flower; beautiful shade of pink; one of the best. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.
Skibo. The only true yellow button "Mum."
Lady Smith. Earliest of the singles; deep rose-pink with golden eye.
Germania. Light straw-yellow; fine form.
Gallia. Light rosy pink.
Iroquois. The darkest bronze; very free blooming and quite early. A combination of dark red and yellow.
Little Bob. Small red flowers; free-flowering.
Mary Williamson. White, changing to pink.
Nita. Rosy pink, large-flowered.
Oneita. Large, clear yellow, well-formed flowers.
Princess Louise. Fine deep pink; large.
Seneca. Bright orange-scarlet, identical in shade with that grand sweet pea, Thomas Stevenson. One of the very best.
The Hub. The finest white "Mum" for outside growing; simply a shower of purest white, and "stay white" flowers. Ideal for bedding, cutting, or formal use.
Utah. Light magenta, edged and tipped white.
White Flora. Pure white; large-flowered.
Zona. Bright magenta-pink; very dwarf and free-flowering.

CIMICIFUGA.
Racemosa. A fine native perennial with spikes of pure white flowers in July and August. A fine plant for naturalizing in woods. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

COREOPSIS.
Lanceolata Grandiflora. The perfected strain of a long popular hardy plant. Flowers are rich golden yellow, borne in great profusion nearly the entire summer. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.
Delphinium (Larkspur). Indispensable in the herbaceous garden. Their long, showy spikes of flowers persist from June till frost and furnish the most satisfactory blues to any color scheme. Strong field plants, each 20c, per dozen $1.50, unless otherwise noted.
Chinense. Fine stems and deeply cleft foliage; flowers showing all lighter shades of blue. 18 inches.
Chinense Album. Pure white flowers.
Belladonna. The freest and most continuous bloomer of all, never being out of flower from the end of June till cut down by frost. Clear, turquoise-blue. When flowers fade the stem should be cut off to insure continuous blooms. Strong field roots.
Formosum. The old-fashioned very dark variety. 3 to 4 feet.
Coelestinum. A charming delicate flower.

FINEST ENGLISH SEEDLINGS (English-grown). From selected named stocks. All will bloom this season. Tall sorts. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.
Desmodium (Sweet Pea Shrub).
Penduliflorum. A true herbaceous plant, but by fall it has made a bushy plant from 3 to 5 feet tall. Simply covered in September and October with wine-red, pea-shaped bloom. Very ornamental at all times. Very large strong field roots. Each 30c, per dozen $3.
Dianthus Barbatus (Sweet William).
Johnson's Giant. The finest of the Sweet Williams; immense flowers in gorgeous shades. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.
Diadem. Crimson with white eye; dwarf. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.
Latifolius Atrocoecineus (Everblooming Sweet William). In bloom from early June to frost. Brilliant crimson; double; fine for bedding or cutting. Each 25c, per dozen $2.00.

DICENTRA (DIELYTRA).
Eximia (Plumpy Bleeding-Heart). A dwarf-growing sort, with beautiful finely cut foliage and showy racemes of pretty pink flowers throughout the season. Too much cannot be said for this fine border plant as it is equally at home in full shade or sun and perfectly hardy everywhere. Bailey's "Encyclopedia of American Horticulture" says in description: "The handsome foliage of any border plant in the entire collection." Strong field roots. Each 30c, per dozen $3.
DICTAMNUS (Gas Plant).
Rubra. An old garden favorite which has a strong smell of lemon, and which will give a flash of light when a lighted match is held under the flower-cluster and near the main stem. Fragrant foliage. Spikes of curious red flowers. Each 30c, per dozen $3.
Alba. White flowers. Each 30c, per dozen $3.

DIGITALIS (Foxglove). Old-fashioned plants which furnish a grand display of flowers in immense spikes in July and August. Strong plants, each 20c, per dozen $2.
EUONYMUS.
Vegetus. An evergreen half-climbing plant, very useful for rockwork or ground-cover.
EUPATORIUM.
Coelestinum. Simply covered with blue ageratum-like flowers in August and September. 2 feet. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.
Agaratoides (Thoroughwort). A useful border plant. Dense terminal heads of white flowers. Grows well in shade. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.
EUPHORBIA.
Corollata. A wide-branching, low-growing plant, with very wiry stems, literally covered with fine white flowers from June to August. Invaluable for cutting. Each 20c, per dozen $2.
FUNKIA (Plantain Lily).
Media Variegata. Large deep green leaves, striped yellow; a splendid dwarf border plant. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.
Lanceolata (Day Lily). Deep, glossy green foliage; free blooming; especially useful for shady places. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.
Subcordata Grandiflora. Pure white, lily-shaped flowers in August. Each 30c, per dozen $3.50.
GAILLARDIA (Blanket Flower).
Grandiflora. Makes a most gorgeous and prodigal display. Flowers measure 3 inches in diameter, on clean, 2-foot stems. A hard center of deep maroon is thickly bordered by petals of orange and yellow, strikingly ringed by circles of crimson, red, and maroon. Will thrive in poor soil, and a constant show is assured from June till frost. Each 20c, per dozen $2.
GENTIANA.
Andrewshii (Closed Gentian). A fine native plant growing 2 feet tall, with terminal heads of pure gentian-blue flowers in August and September. Shows color best in shade. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.
GERANIUM.
Sanguineum. A low-growing plant with pretty cut foliage, and flat flowers of bright crimson. Our native Geranium. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.
GEUM
Mrs. Bradshaw. Fine double scarlet flowers throughout summer and fall. 18 inches. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

GYPSOPHILA (Baby's Breath). A beautiful old-fashioned hardy plant; hardy perennial. Excellent for cutting with other flowers.

PANICULATA. Minute pure white flowers. 2 to 3 feet. Each 20c, per dozen $2.


AUTUMNAL RUBRUM. One of the finest Heleniums; soft pastel shades in the brony fall colors. A real beauty. September. Each 20c, per dozen $2.50.
Riverton Gem. Flowers brilliant old-gold, suffused terra-cotta, changing as they mature to wallflower red. August and September. Each 20c, per dozen $2.50.
Riverton Beauty. Lemon-yellow with a large cone of purplish black. A very pleasing combination. 3 to 4 feet. Each 25c, per dozen $2.

HELIANTHEMUM (Sun Rose).
Crocus. Low-growing evergreen plants, which are well adapted for borders, rockeries, or sunny banks. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

HELIANTHUS (Sunflower). Very profitable for summer cutting and massive display.
Maniliana. Immense single rich golden yellow flowers, with center reddish brown. 5 to 7 feet. Each 20c, per dozen $2.
Mollis Grandiflorus. Light lemon-yellow; large; single. Foliage quite hairy. 4 feet. Each 20c, per dozen $2.
Multiflorus fl. fl. Large, double yellow blooms, 4 feet. Each 20c, per dozen $2.
Orgyalis. Single, lemon-yellow flowers in abundance. 6 to 8 feet tall; branches near summit; foliage dense and gracefully drooping. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.
Rigida. Of fine, upright habit of growth. Flowers light yellow with maroon center. 3 feet. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

HELIOPSIS (Orange Sunflower).
Pitcheriana. Pretty daisy-like flowers; orange-yellow, with a pyramidal center of darker shade. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.

HEMEROCALLIS (Day Lily). Very effective in clumps and masses; numerous panicles of orange and yellow lily-like flowers protruding high above the grass-like foliage.
Middendorffii. Deep golden yellow flowers. June and July. 1 1/2 to 2 feet. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.
Dr. Reigel. Listed by Holland growers as "late"; with us it is the earliest of all to bloom, coming before Decoration Day. Award of merit, Royal Horticultural Society, London. Each 25c, per dozen $2.00.
Thunbergii. Latest blooming of the Lemon Lilies. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.

DUMORTIERI. Flowers orange; plants dwarf and compact. 2 feet. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.
HEMEROCALLIS—Cont'd

FLAVA (Lemon Lily). Crowned by beautifully lemon-colored flowers 3 to 4 inches in diameter, and delightfully fragrant. 3 feet. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.

HEUCHERA.
BRIZOIDEA (Coral Bells). The hardiest of the Heucheras. Tiny bells of soft coral-pink on long, slender, wiry stems; in bloom from June till fall. Fine for cutting. Each 20c, per dozen $3.

HOLLYHOCKS.
DOUBLE. Crimson, yellow, white, pink, dark red. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.
MAMMOTH FRINGED. Extra-large, finely curled and fringed flowers in mixed colors. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.

IBERIS (Hardy Candytuft).
SEMPERVIRENS. Deep green evergreen foliage, completely hidden in April and May with heads of white flowers. 10 inches. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

GARDEN IRIS (Iris Germanica). German Iris is the true Fleur-de-lis, the national flower of France. All varieties are perfectly hardy, thrive anywhere, grow and bloom luxuriantly. Plants well established produce from 50 to 100 spikes of bloom; some are deliciously fragrant and all are fine for cutting. The colors are wonderful, ranging through richest yellows, intense purples, delicate blues, soft mauves, beautiful claret-red, white, primrose, and bronzes of every imaginable shade. Full-grown plants, each 20c, per dozen $1.50, unless otherwise noted.

CAEHTINA. Massive lavender flowers on stems 3 feet or more in length. Color of Pallida Dalmatica, but the flowers are larger. The finest lavender Iris. Each 50c, per dozen $5.

CAPRICE. Immense blooms; solid violet-blue.
CELESTE. Standards delicate grayish blue; falls bright blue, all having a lavender effect.

CONSPICIA. Standards buff and yellow; falls deep maroon. Large flowered.
CURBERO. Standards rich orange-yellow; falls streaked maroon.


FLORENTINE ALBA. Pure white; sweet-scented; free-flowering.
HER MAJESTY. Standards bright lavender-rose; falls crimson over white, giving flower a slightly striped effect. A fine large flower.

HONORABILIS. Standards fine yellow, with lower petals of maroon.

IRIS KING. Standards lemon-yellow; falls deep satiny brown with broad margin of golden yellow. Very large and rank grower. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

ISOLENE. Standards pale lavender; falls light purple overlaid brown; beard yellow. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

LOHENGIN. Standards and falls uniform shade of catalaya rose. Very large. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

MME. CHEREAU. Very delicate and distinct; white, edged blue.

MRS. H. DARWIN. Standards white with slight crimson penciling at base; falls satiny white veined crimson.

MRS. ALAN GRAY. Uniform delicate pale rose. This Iris often blooms in the fall. One of the best pinks. Each 50c, per dozen $5.

MRS. NEUBRONNER. Deep golden yellow without marks or shadings; very fine. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

NIBELUNGEN. Falls violet, standards fawn. A handsome variety. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

PFAUENAGE. Standards olive-gold; falls bulous plum-color with gold border. Most distinct and beautiful. Each 40c, per dozen $4.

PERFECTION. Standards light blue; falls velvety black-violet with orange beard. A sharp and attractive combination. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

PRINCESS OF WALES. Purest white; a beautiful fall variety; midseason, or later than Florentina alba. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

RHEIN NIN. Standards pure white; falls deep violet-blue with narrow white margin. A striking combination, finest for cutting. Each 20c, per dozen $3.


TAMERLANE. Standards light blue; falls deep purple. Foliage very heavy. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

VICTORINE. Standards white; falls mottled violet. A sharp contrast; beautiful and rare. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

WYOMISSING. Standards rosy white; falls deep rose, shading to flesh. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

MIDNIGHT (New). Black-purple. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

PARISENSIS. Large, showy, deep purple, delicately penciled white.

GENUINE PALLIDA DALMATICA. The Queen of the German Iris. Immense, clear, light blue flowers. Very rank grower and very fragrant. Undoubtedly the best individual Iris in cultivation. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

IRIS KAEMPFEI (Japanese Iris). Finest of all the Iris family. The flowers are of immense size—from 6 to 8 inches in diameter—and of the most beautiful and delicate shades. Each 20c, per dozen $2, unless otherwise noted. During 1922 we will send one seedling gratis with each order for 12 or more Japan Irises. These seedlings are very fine, motiled, striped, picotee edges, etc.

ECLIPSE. Crimson-maroon. GOLD BOUND. Double white.
SPOTTED BEAUTY. Double silver white, spotted crimson.
ORIOLE. Rich plum.
PYRAMID. Lilac-blue, veined white center in each petal.
ROBERT CRAIG. French gray, veined violet.

Your plants give us utmost satisfaction.
The Columbine was like the best English stocks.
LAVENDULA. Veris. The true sweet Lavender. Fragrant blue flowers in June and July. When cut and dried they retain their original fragrance indefinitely. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

LIATRIS. Pycnostachya. Tall spikes of light rose flowers; fine for cutting. August. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

Sedum. (Kansa Gayfeather). Deep rosy purple flowers in July and August. 3 to 4 feet. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

HARDY LILIES. With the exception of Candidum, these should be planted in partial shade and kept cool. They thrive best in leaf-mold, and it is advisable to place a little sand under and around each bulb. Orders will be booked for fall delivery. Each 20c, per dozen $2, unless otherwise noted.

CANAENUS. Red and yellow. The native yellow Lily, 2 to 5 feet. Very hardy. Candidum (Madonna Lily). Large, fragrant, purest white.

ELEGANS UMBELLATUM. Very large, upright, deep apricot flowers; fine for the border.

TIGRINUM SPLENDES. The old familiar Tiger Lily.

LINUM (PERENNIAL FLAX). Perenne. A desirable plant for border or rockwork. Light, graceful foliage; large blue flowers through July and August. 18 inches. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.

PERENNIALS ALBUM. Identical with above except pure white flowers. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.


LYCHNIS (CAMPION). Of very easy culture; will thrive anywhere. This, together with their brightness, makes them general favorites in the hardy garden. Of the many varieties offered we consider the two below the best:

CHALCEDONICA. A most desirable plant; heads of brilliant orange-scarlet. Late June and July. 2 to 3 feet. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.

VISCARIA SPLENDES. In July and August sends up crimson flowers. The most vivid colored of any hardy perennial. Forms a dense tuft of evergreen foliage. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.

MALLOW MARVLES. Meehan's Mallow Marvels are similar in shape and growth to Hibiscus, Crimson Eye. The gigantic flowers, reaching a diameter of 8 to 10 inches, range in color from fiery crimson through various shades of red, pink, to purest white.

MIXED COLORS. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.

SHADES OF RED AND CRIMSON, SELECT. Each 30c, per dozen $3.

SHADES OF PINK, SELECT. Each 30c, per dozen $3.

MERTENSIA (BLUEBELLS). Virginia. An early spring-flowering native with drooping panicles of light blue flowers, fading to clear pink. Well known to most of us who went wild-flowering in childhood along the river-bottoms of the northern and middle states. May and June. 1 to 1 1/2 feet. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

MONARDA (Bergamot). Cambridge Scarlet. Showy plants with aromatic foliage, and producing brilliant crimson-scarlet flowers during July and August. 2 to 3 feet. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.

PISTULOSA PURPUREA. Dark purplish red; finest for cutting. Taller than Cambridge Scarlet. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

DIDYMIA ROSEA. Rose-colored blooms, fully as large and handsome as the type. Each 20c, per dozen $2.50.

DIDYMIA SALMONEA. Pretty pink shade of this perennial. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.


HEDEACEA VARIEGATA. A dwarf creeper, with green-and-white variegated leaves. Its very dense and rapid growth make it an ideal ground-cover for partial shade, on steep banks or on the level. A single plant will often cover 3 square feet. Each 20c, per dozen $2.50.

OENOTHERA (EVENING PRIMROSE). Missouriensis. These plants grow and flower equally well in sun, or dense shade. They are covered with large golden yellow flowers in June and July. 12 inches tall, rather spreading habit. Each 20c, per dozen $2.00.

YOUGH. Taller and more compact than the above; flowers smaller but more persistent; longer blooming period. Each 20c, per dozen $2.50.

PACHYSANDRA. Terminalis. Broad mats of glossy green leaves and small flowers in May and June. Indispensable as a cover-plant in sun or shade. It is eminently suitable for locations in dense shade, for it will make a luxuriant growth where other plants would perish. The greenish white flowers are borne in spikes. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

PAPAVER ORIENTALE (ORIENTAL POPPY). Goliath. Enormous scarlet flowers on strong erect stems. Nothing you can grow in the garden will furnish so gorgeous and brilliant a spot of vivid color. Each 30c, per dozen $3.

PERY'S WHITE. A fine new introduction as large as Goliath but purest white, with the typical black cross of the red varieties in the center. Very useful for white in the border, where white is scarce at this time. Each 50c, per dozen $5.


PARDANTHUS (BLACKBERRY LILY). Chinensis. Flowers orange-color, spotted with purple-brown, and will average 2 1/2 inches in diameter. The seeds which follow the bloom are quite like blackberries. 3 feet. Each 20c, per dozen $2.
PEONIES

Among all the perennials none are more popular than the Peonies. One may have pure white blooms, white flecked with crimson, light pink, deep red, combinations of white and red, flowers that are full double, that are semi-double, and that are single. By carefully selecting the varieties, with regard to time of blooming, your garden may have flowers from the latter part of May until early July. After once planted, they need but little care, and will throw up shoots year after year with increasing quantities. It is important to have the soil spaded from 15 to 18 inches deep and to incorporate a small quantity of well-rotted mure, but it should not come in contact with the tubers; also be sure that the "eyes" are not more than 3 inches below the surface of the soil. It is not advisable to set Peonies in the spring, as growth usually starts before they can be dug. About the first of September is the ideal time, and we will be glad to accept orders at any time for fall shipment.

Peonies are extremely profitable and easily grown for the cut-flower market, and should be found in large quantities on the grounds of very florist grown for the trade. There are certain varieties which have particular value for this purpose, and we will be glad to give full information upon application.

ASA GRAY. Very large, full imbricated bloom of delicate lilac, sprinkled with minute dots of deeper lilac. The only Peony in this color. Very free and strong grower. Fragrant and distinct. Each $1, per dozen $10.50.

ALBATRE. One of the finest white Peonies in cultivation; large, compact bloom, perfect pyramid, showing, when fully opened, a well-formed center resembling a rosebud. Very beautiful. Each $1, per dozen $10.50.

BARONESS SCHROEDER. Blooms large, globular; flesh, fading to pure white; very fragrant; strong; free blooming. One of the finest Peonies in cultivation. Each $1, per dozen $10.50.

COURONNE D'OR. Good-sized flowers of creamy white, sometimes flaked with carmine at center. Very late. Each 40c, per dozen $4.

DORCHESTER (Richardson). Pink flower, very full and double, in color about the shade of La France rose. One of the latest to bloom. Decidedly dwarf, compact grower. A good variety. Each 50c, per dozen $5.

DUCHESE DE NEMOURS. Large and full; the most nearly pure white. Each 40c, per dozen $4.

EDOUARD ANDRE. Very large, globular flowers of highly varnished mahogany-red. Ultimate opening out to an anemone-shape and revealing a gorgeous collar of gold. A magnificent dark bedding Peony. Each 50c, per dozen $5.

FELIX CROUSSE. Large, round, perfectly double heads; deep crimson, marked with cardinal at base of petals. Late. Each 50c, per dozen $5.

FESTIVA MAXIMA. About the largest and undoubtedly the most popular Peony of all. High-built flowers borne on long, stiff stems; the purest white, inner petals slightly tipped crimson. Early. Each 40c, per dozen $4.

GOLDEN HARVEST. One of the most beautiful Peonies. Anemone-shaped, primrose blooms, feathered pale pink, with clear canary-yellow center. Each 50c, per dozen $5.

GLOIRE DE CHARLES GOMBAULT. Guards and crown light rose; collar of narrow cream-white petals, narrowing toward center. Fine. Each $1, per dozen $10.

HERCULES. Loose, globular heads open out to anemone-shape, 8 inches across. From bright rose to blush-white, with thick collar and center of deepest yellow. A magnificent bedding; foliage concealed by bloom. Each 40c, per dozen $4.

LA FRANCE. Solid rosy white; giant flowers; very compact and double; very fragrant. Perfect rose type; strong; tall; free bloomer. The finest Peony to date. Each $9.

L'ESPERANCE. Deep rose with crinkly, white tips; extra large and fine; the earliest large pink. Each 40c, per dozen $4.

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE. Brilliant, velvety ce- rise-red. Each 40c, per dozen $4.

LE CYGNE. Unquestionably the finest of all white Peonies. Creamy white, passing to pure white with age. Globular, compact bloom of true June rose fragrance. In the voting contest of the American Peony Society on the newer Peonies, this variety scored nine out of a possible ten points. Each $18.

LADY ALEXANDRA DUFF. Immense cup-shap- ed flower, with extremely wide, imbricated petals. Color of outside petals pale rose, gradually shading lighter toward the center to almost white. Tall and robust. This Peony is very scarce. Our stock is from the originator and, like all other items here, is guaranteed true. Each $22.50.

MME. BOULANGER. Tender rose, shading to soft heliotrope, with silvery border. Immense bloom. In every respect a truly fine flower. Late midseason. Each 75c, per dozen $7.50.

MME. CALOT. Large, convex flowers, blush-white with salmon shadings. Each 50c, per dozen $5.

MME. DUCEL. An immense, solid bomb of silvery pink. One of the very best Peonies; fragrant and free-flowering. Each 75c, per dozen $7.50.

MME. EMILE GALLE. Large, cup-shaped, imbricated flower; creamy flesh. Beautifully shaped soft rose—a combination of rare beauty; long-pointed buds; long stems. Late. Each 75c, per dozen $7.50.

MARIE LEMOINE. (Calot.) Extra late and very scarce. White, faintly tinged cham- ois. Each 40c, per dozen $4.

MEISSONIER. Deep velvety cardinal, violet tipped. Flowers large and high built, with twisted and imbricated petals. Each 40c, per dozen $4.
PEONIES—Cont’d

MILE. LONIE CALOT. Perfect shaped convex flower, very soft flesh color; an extra-fine market flower. Each 50c, per dozen $5.

MODELE DE PERFECTION. Immense, cup-shaped, flesh-pink, marbled bright rose; silvery border; extra fine. Long-stemmed; late. Each 40c, per dozen $4.

MONS. JULES ELIE. The peerless pure pink. Broad, reflexing guards with a high pyramidal body of semi-quilled petals converging to an apex. One of the largest, handsomest, and most lasting cutting sorts in existence. Each 75c, per dozen $7.50.

MONS. CHARLES LEVEQUE. The earliest Chinesis Peony to bloom—at least three days earlier than any other variety. Time of bloom, in addition to the fact that it is a really fine, large, handsome flower of clear pink with salmon shadings, makes it a most profitable cut-flower for the trade. Each 50c, per dozen $5.

MONS. KIELAGE. Vivid crimson; a splendid, full-petaled, globular head. Each 75c, per dozen $7.50.

MONS. THIERS. Bright magenta with full-feathered center. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

QUEEN VICTORIA. The broad guard petals are a pretty bush-white; large center, slightly edged pink. Large Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

RICHARDSON’S PERFECTION. Large flowers; light flesh, white center. Each 75c; per dozen $7.50.

RUBRA SUPERBA. Elegant dark red flowers on long, stiff stems; very tall and strong. Each 50c, per dozen $5.

SARAH BERNHARDT (Lemoine, 1906). Appleblossom pink, with each petal tipped with silver; fragrance agreeable and penetrating; one of the six best Peonies in existence. Flowers of remarkable size, full, double. The strongest growing of all Peonies without exception. Each $2.50, per dozen $25.

SOULANGE. The most unique colored of all Peonies—outer petals lilac-white, shading deeper at the center and tinted with salmon. A marvelous combination of color. Very strong, erect, and tall grower. Each $10.

THERESE. Rich satiny pink with glossy reflex; enormous bloom; rose midseason. Strong grower and very free. A really grand sort. Each $7.50, per dozen $75.


VIRGINNE. Opens a dainty pink with yellow stem, and forms into a solid pink bomb—like a ball of satin. Each 75c, per dozen $7.50.

PENSTEMON (BEARD TONGUE). Most useful and showy perennials. Some varieties are not hardy. Those below are perfectly so. June and July. 3 feet.

TURREY. Spikes of bright scarlet flowers from June till August. A very effective plant for hardy beds. Each 15c, per dozen $1.50.

HYBRIDUM. Same type as above; all shades of red and purple. Each 30c, per dozen $3.

HYBRIDUM, PINK. Bright coral-pink, fine for cutting. New. Each 30c, per dozen $3.

PLATYCodon (BALLOON FLOWER). Blooms constantly from July until late in September; flowers large, bell-shaped. Of extremely rapid growth, doing well in any soil. Perfectly hardy, making a dense branching bush 2 to 3 feet high.

AZUREA. Blue. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

ALBUM. Pure white flowers. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

PYRETHRUM (PAINTED DAISY).

ROSEM. Foliage fine cut and attractive; flowers borne profusely on long, straight stems, colored in all shades of rose. A splendid cut-flower and conspicuous in the garden. Single and double. Each 20c, per dozen $2.50.

ULICINSUM. Large white flowers, 3 inches or more in diameter, from July to September. Each 25c, per dozen $2.00.

ORNAMENTAL GRASSES. Very extensive-ly used for beds and specimen clumps.

ERIANTHUS NAVENNAE. Plume grass. 9 to 12 feet. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

EULALIA JAPONICA ZEBRINA. Green leaves crossed at intervals of 2 to 3 inches with broad bands of yellow. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

EULALIA GRACILIS UNIVITTATA (JAPAN RUSH). Of graceful habit; very narrow foliage, bright green with silver midrib. Perhaps the most used of the ornamental grasses. 4 to 5 feet. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

EULALIA JAPONICA VARIEGATA. Striped green and white. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

PRIMUL.

MIXED COLORS. The old “Polyanthus” of grandfather’s garden and one of the best border plants to date. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

PHYSOSTEGIA (FALSE DRAGONHEAD). One of the most beautiful of all midsummer flowering perennials forming dense bushes bearing delicate tubular flowers. 3 to 4 feet.

VIRGINIA. Bright but soft pink. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

ALBA. White; fine for cutting. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

PHLOXES. Ability to grow and succeed almost anywhere, and in almost any position, are distinguishing characteristics of the hardy Phloxes. In setting the roots, make the trench about 20 inches deep, put plenty of well-rotted manure in the bottom, then cover with top soil; set the roots so the manure will not come in contact with the fibers. During summer-time mulch with straw or grass clippings and give a liberal supply of water during the blooming period. Strong field plants, each 20c, per dozen $1.50, unless otherwise noted.

ANTONIN MERCE. Light lavender petals, turning to white at the center, with lavender eye; dwarf plants.

ATHIS. Light salmon, violet eye; dark stemmed. Tall.
PHLOXES—Cont’d

B. COMPTE. Rich burgundy-red, one of the finest red shades; strong and large. As late as Viking. True stock scarce. Each 30c, per dozen $2.

CURTIS. Small bicolor bicolored Phlox, striped, mottled, and variegated. No two florets on the same head are alike. One floret will be all white, the next one half rose and half white, the next one will have alternate petals of white and rose, the next striped white and rose. The general effect from 30 feet is a light pink. A novel Phlox and a good bedding sort. Each 30c, per dozen $3.

EIFFEL TOWER. A strong-growing, large-trussed sort; flesh-pink with red eye. Each 30c, per dozen $3.

W. C. ÉGAN. Beautiful soft rose; one of the largest flowering in cultivation. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

ECLAIR. Purple-crimson, light aureole. EUROPA. Snow-white with decided carmine eye. Very large individual flower and truss. Sturdy, erect habit. Each 30c, per dozen $3.

FRANÇOIS BUCHNER. The finest white Phlox. Of strong habit and produces enormous trusses of perfect form; dwarf.

G. A. STROHLEIN. Bright scarlet, crimson-red eye; does not fade; large flowers; large truss. Each 25c, per dozen $2.

GÖLIATH. Flowers of bright carmine with dark red center; very early; a giant, reaching a height of 5 to 6 feet; large trusses. Each 35c, per dozen $3.

HUBER. White, with extensive carmine center.

HENRI MENIER. Mottled lavender and white. Dwarf, with immense flower-heads, reaching the ground on both sides of plant.

JULES CAMBON. Rose with white eye; immense heads. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

MME. PAUL DUTRIE. Delicate lilac, in shade like a soft pink orchid; flowers very large, borne in immense panicles. Each 30c, per dozen $3.

MME. LANGER. A dazzling pure crimson; one of the choicest dark reds. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

MISS LINGARD. Waxy white, with lavender eye. Longest spikes of any Phlox—blooms from the ground up. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

PANTHEON. The peerless pink. Extra-large, almost flat flowers of salmon-rose.

PURITY. A strong-growing white.

REINLANDER. Salmon-pink, slightly deeper than E. Campbell; much larger; medium height.

SIEBOLDI. An improvement on Coquelicot, brighter in color and stronger. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

VIKING. Immense heads of pleasing soft rose. One of the latest to flower. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

WIDAR. New. Red-violet, large white eye. Fine head. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

PHLOX SUBULATA. A dainty creeping Phlox, which is simply covered with flowers in early spring; splendid for borders or ground covers. 4 inches.
SALVIA (MEADOW SAGE).  
Azurea Grandiflora.  A Rocky Mountain native growing from 2 to 3 feet tall, producing, during August and September, pretty blue flowers in greatest profusion. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

PITCHERI.  Similar to the preceding except the color is gentian-blue; the plant is quite as tall and is later to flower. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

SAXIFRAGA.  
Della. Grows about 1 foot high, forming masses of handsome, broad, deep green foliage which is very ornamental at all times. The pretty crimson-purple flowers which appear early in spring, make this doubly effective. Each 35c, per dozen $3.50. Effective. Each 35c, per dozen $3.50.

Sedum (STONECROP).  
Acre (Golden Moss). Very dwarf; much used for covering. Foliage bright green; flowers yellow. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

Albus.  White. Dwarf creeper, with green foliage. Very useful in that it will grow and bloom in dense shade. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

ATROPURPUREUM.  A handsome creeping plant which makes a dense mass of bluish green foliage, turning to a deeper bluish green in autumn; flowers are pure white. An orderly flower and a splendid addition to the varieties suitable for edgings or the rockery, 3 inches tall. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

Pulchellum.  Trailing stems with bright red flowers in July; one of the prettiest of the family. 5 inches. Each 30c, per dozen $.30.

SEXANGULARE.  Yellow flowers; dwarf; dark green foliage; grows readily and is pretty in rockery or borders. Each 20c, per dozen $.20.

SPURIA. Dwarf creeper, with attractive pink flowers; good rock plant. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.

SPURIA Coccineum.  Fine crimson form of above. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.

Stahlii.  Crimson-tinted foliage in autumn; one of the finest rock plants and ornamental at all times. Dwarf. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

Siegoldii.  A very dwarf-growing sort with pretty light pink flowers late in fall. Fine for rockeries or low borders. Each 20c, per dozen $.20.

Spectabile. A beautiful, erect-growing species with broad, thick light green foliage and immense heads of showy soft rose-colored flowers. Indispensable as a late fall blooming plant. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.

Spectabile, Brilliant. Rich dull red; identical with Spectabile with all except color. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.

*Tolotterum.  Flowers purplish pink in July and August. Flat, compact plant with thick, succulent leaves. One of the best dwarfs for border plants. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

SHASTA DAISY. Large snowy white flowers, in bloom continually throughout the fall. Splendid cutter. Each 20c, per dozen $.20.

SIDALCEA.  
Candida. A handsome plant with flat white flowers about an inch in diameter. June to July. 2 to 3 feet. Each 25c, per dozen $.25.

Rose Queen. A new variety of robust habit, with bright rose-colored flowers. 4 feet. Each 30c, per dozen $.30.

SILENE (CATCHFLY).  
Alpestries. Flowers clear white, borne in dense panicles. Plant about 6 inches high. Each 20c, per dozen $.20.

SPIRAEA.  
Filipendula (Double-flowered Dropwort). Pretty fern-like foliage; white plump flowers on slender 18-inch stems. Fine for cutting and very useful when not in bloom. Each 30c, per dozen $.30.

STACHYS (WOUNDWORT).  
Lanata. A splendid edging plant for situations requiring strong foliage contrasts. The dense-growing plant is a sheen of silvery white, the leaves having the substance and olive surface of foalfoot. Small spikes of light purple flowers appear in July and August. Each 20c, per dozen $.20.

STATICE.  
Lavifolia (Sea Lavender). A valuable and handsome plant with tufts of leathery leaves. Immense heads of light blue, minute flowers, fine for cutting, and if cut and dried last in perfect condition for months. July and August. 1½ feet. Each 30c, per dozen $.30.

STOKESIA (STOKE'S ASTER).  
Cyanea. One of the most charming hardy plants, blooming freely from July to October. Flowers of centaurea-shape, often measuring 4 to 5 inches across; making a rich show of lavender-blue. 1½ to 2 feet. Each 20c, per dozen $.20.

Cyanea Alba. Similar to above, but purest white; free blooming. Each 20c, per dozen $.20.

THALICTRUM.  
Dipterocarpos. Tall-growing plant; aquilegia-like foliage; light, silky flowers of rose-purple with yellow anthers. Suitable for partial shade. A decided acquisition to the perennial list. Each 30c, per dozen $.30.

TRITOMA (RED-HOT POKER).  
Pitzneri. An improved type of most perfect form, and showing a marked predominance of scarlet, the opened flower petals merely being rimmed with orange. Each 25c, per dozen $.25.

Express. Earliest of all Tritomas; very useful in the hardy border. Comes into bloom six weeks before Pitzneri. For continuation of bloom use both sorts. Each 20c, per dozen $.20.

VALERIANA (GARDEN HELIOTROPE).  
Coccinea. Showy heads of flowers running in shades of shell-pink down to deep reddish rose. 3 to 4 feet. Each 20c, per dozen $.20.

Alba. Pure white form of above. Each 20c, per dozen $.20.
Amethystina. Amethyst-blue flowers in July and August. 2 feet. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

Incana. Bright silvery foliage with slender spikes of amethyst-blue flowers in July and August. For borders where light-colored foliage is wanted, this has no equal, giving all the effect of the geranium. Mme. Sailerai (Silver Leaf), with all the advantage of being hardy and fit for use year after year. 1 foot. Each 20c, per dozen $1.50.

Longifolia Subsesselis. A pretty species with blue flowers produced on spikes a foot long. Comes into bloom in July and continues for a month. 3 feet. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

Vinca (Myrtle). Minor. Fine evergreen creeper. Largely used for ground-cover in shady places where grass will not grow. Much used for covering graves. Single light blue flowers in June and July. Strong field roots, each 20c, per dozen $2.

Viola. Cornuta. The perennial Everblooming Pansy. Smaller than the pansy, but are constantly in full bloom from earliest spring till hard frosts. Invaluable in the hardy border. We offer white, yellow, and purple. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

Cornuta, G. Wermig. Small dark violet flowers on long stems, a veritable sheet of bloom the whole season. Those who admire Violet Princess of Wales will appreciate this easily grown substitute. Fine for cutting. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

Blanda. The American Sweet Wood Violet. Clumps of short-stemmed dainty little flowers, of delightful fragrance. These are permanent subjects for naturalizing in dense or partial shade of trees where grass is kept cut. Our little folks love to pick these. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

Scotch Border. A splendid new variety which has been in cultivation only a short time, and seems to be one of the best of the family. The colors are wonderfully brilliant and include various shades of purple, yellow, crimson, white, with a purple edge, purple and crimson, white and yellow. Each 25c, per dozen $2.50.

Violets.

Hardy Russian or English. Perfectly hardy; sweet-scented; deep purple. The only real hardy sweet Violet. Each 20c, per dozen $2.

Yucca.

Filamentosa (Adam's Needle; Spanish Bayonet). A stately foliage and flowering plant equally imposing and conspicuous as solitary specimens or in group plantings. The broad, sword-like foliage is evergreen; midsummer shows erect branching stems bearing a showy display of pendant, creamy white bells. Each 20c, per dozen $2. Strong, 3-year plants, by express, each 30c, per dozen $5.

HARDY CLIMBING VINES

Ampelopsis Veitchii (Boston Ivy). Dense foliage of fresh deep green. Fine for covering walls, porches or stone buildings or foundations. Mail size, 25c, per dozen $2.00; 2 yr. 50c, per dozen $4.00.

Bignonia Radicans (Trumpet Flower). A strong growing, woody vine, twining tightly around any support furnished. Orange scarlet, trumpet shaped flowers in clusters. Fine for covering old tree trunks, etc. Mail size 25c, per dozen $2.50; 2 yr. each 40c, per dozen $4.00.

Clematis Paniculata (Japanese Clematis). Flowers medium size, sweet scented. The whole plant is a sheet of white in September. Mail size each 20c, per dozen $2; 2 yr. each 50c, per dozen $4.00.

Celastrus Scandens (Bitter Sweet). Glossy dark green foliage. Orange crimson clusters of fruits or berries, retained all winter. Fine for covering banks. 2 yr. each 50c, per dozen $4.00.

Aristolochia Siphon (Dutchman's Pipe). Dense cover of immense heart-shaped leaves. Fine for porches, screens, etc. Rapid grower. Each 75c, per dozen $7.00.

Honeysuckle. Hall's Japan, White and Yellow. Extremely fragrant. Almost evergreen, dark glossy leaves. The best honeysuckle. Mail size each 20c, per dozen $2.00; 2 yr. each 50c, per dozen $4.00.

Lycur Chinesis (Matrimonio Vine). Light green leaves, purple flowers. This vine will grow anywhere, and under any condition, provided water, light, and soil. Mail size 25c, per dozen $2.00, 2 yr. 50c, per dozen $4.00.

Hedera Helix (English Ivy). Dark, glossy leaves, evergreen, fine for cemetery ground cover, or for foundations. Each 50c, per dozen $5.

HEDGE PLANTS

Berberis Thunbergii (Japanese Barberry). Nothing excels this for a low growing deciduous hedge, easily boxed or trimmed square, very thick at base, quick, and hardy. Red berries in winter. Mail size each 8c, per dozen 75c, per 100 $5.00. 16-18", each 25c, per dozen $2.00, per 100 $18.

Privet California. Upright growth, pretty shining leaves, a very quick grower, making over 2 ft. in a single season. The most widely used hedge plant. One year strong, will make up well at once. Each 15c, per dozen $1.20, per 100 $10.

Amoor River. Similar in form and habit to California, hardier, foliage not as shiny. One year only, each 20c, per dozen $2.00, 100 $12.00.

Regel's (Regelianum). Dense growth, drooping terminals, very hardy. One year only, each 20c, per dozen $2.00, per 100 $12.00.
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A discount of straight 20% may be taken from all orders for all Large Flowering Plain Petal, from all Ruffled Gladioli, from all Gladioli in the General List, and from all orders for perennial plants, when amounting to $5 or over, at the one or dozen rate.

A discount of straight 30% may be taken from all orders for Primulinus Gladioli, for $5 or over, at the one dozen rate.

A discount of 20% may be taken from all orders for seeds in packets, amounting to $2 or over.
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